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Wednesday, 9th March, 1921.
The Council met in the Council Chamber at Metcalfe House at Eleven of 

the Clock, with the Honourable the President in the Chair.

COUNCIL OF STATE.

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS FOR THE 1 7 th  MARCH, 1921,

The H o n o u e a b l e  th e  PR ESID EN T: I do not know whether the 
^ ^ Honourable Member representing* the Government is prepared

‘ * to make any statement with regard to the business of Thursday,
the 17th of March, being a day for the transaction of official business.

The H o n o u r a ble  S i r  W ILLIAM  VINCENT: Sir, on the 17th the 
following official business will probably be brought forward: Motions to 
consider and pass the following Bills :—

1. The Legislative Assembly Deputy President's Salary Bill;
2. The Bill to incorporate Boards of Tnistees appointed for Enemy

Mission Property; -
3. The Bill further to amend the Land Acquisition Act, 1894.

Government have also agreed to give time for the discussion of a Resolution 
to be moved by the Honoumble Mr. Kale regarding the necessity of a special 
representative committee to inquire into the exchange situation.

HOUSING COMMITTEE.

The H on ourable  the  PR ESID EN T: Before we proceed to the business 
of the day, I should like to mention to Honoui*able Members a matter in 
regard to which I have been in consultation with the President of the Legis
lative Assembly. The question is in regard to the formation of a House 
Committee to facilitate in various ways the convenience, and look after the 
comfort, of the Members both of the Council of State and of the Legislative 
Assembly. I have received a communication which summarises the directions 
in which it is thought the activities of such a body might be useful, and I  
will just briefly mention them to Honourable Members. These are the 
matters amongst others which it is suggested might come before such a body

 ̂ Questions relating to Members^ residences.
The suitability of plans of quarters for Members who live in the European 

style and in the orthodox Indian style. ^
Catering arrangements, furniture, water and electric supply.
Then, as regards public rooms at the Hostels, the provision of reference 

libraries, stationery, telephones, inquiry office, and, as regards the Chamber, 
arrangements for a common room, the extension of the library and arrange
ments for the V>̂ n of books. -

The management of the restaurant.
(  4 3 3  )
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Arrangements for refreshments for "Members living in the orthodox Indian 

style and other matters, such as transport between Raisina and old Delhi and 
the provision of postal and telegraph facilities, particularly at Raisina.

Another matter 1 see that is mentioned^ but which perhaps will have less 
interest for Honourable Members of this Council, is the provision of tennis 
courts.

Another matter which has been put forward, which is of great importance, 
relates to religious facilities for Muhammadan gentlemen.

A point for your consideration is, whether this Council would prefer to have 
a  separate Committee of its own, or whether it would prefer to join the 
Legislative Assembly. On that, of course, the decision must be yours, but, 
if I  might make a suggestion to you, I  think it would be in the interests of 
both Assemblies if you had a Joint Committee. For one thing this Committee 
can be nothing but an Advisory Committee. I t  will, as it were, sift the 
complaints of Members; it will relieve the Legislative Department of the 
invidious task that sometimes, at any rate in my time, used to arise of 
n ^ t iv in g  a suggestion by a Member. Any suggestions that are put forward 
wifl now have the suppoit of representatives of the whole of your body and are, 
therefore, bound to carry far more weight than would otherwise be the ease if 
they were put forward by a single Member. I t  has been pointed out in favour 
of a Joint Committee that this Council frequently uses the Assembly Chamber 
and that, therefore, many of the questions that will arise will be questions 
that equally concern you. Again, it has been pointed out that many of the 
Members of this Council live at Raisina and will continue to do so ; and, 
therefore, anything that improves Raisina will be in your interests.

Now, the question of the constitution of a Committee presents some 
difficulties. I  think I am right in saying that I  have gathered that the 
feeling of this Council is in favour of a Joint Committee. (Cries of Yes'’̂ ) 
I  think that is clear. That being so, I  think we must also recognise that 
we are less numerous than the Legislative Assembly. If it had been a 
constitutional matter, and had you any statutory powers, I  think you must 
have insisted upon being equally represented. This, however, is not such a 
case. I  have discussed the matter with the Honourable the President of the 
Legislative Assembly, and I  think, and he thinks too, that if we had four 
Members and they had six, reasonable representation would be given to both 
Chambers.

Then, I  think, as to those four Members, the classes to be represented are 
xmdoubtedly, in the first place, Indian Members living in the orthodox style. 
Then, there is another class of Member, and that is tlie ^Indian gentlemen 
who live more or less in the European style. The third class is the class 
of Muhammadan Members, and the fourth class are the Europeans, 
in wiich I  include not only the non-official gentlemen, but also those gentle
men who come from the Provinces. I  think it is right that they should 
have an opportunity of expressing their views. I  think the easiest way, if 
the Council will agpree with me, would be for the Members of those classes 
I  have mentioned to select and communicate to me the names of the gentle
men tl^at they desire should represent them on this Committee. Honourable 
Members will have a  very convenient opportunity of doing that to-morrow 
when there is a  ballot in this Chamber at 11-15 a.m., and I  suggest that
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afterwards-«>there are ample roomB here for consultation— t̂he  ̂ should come 
to a  conclusion on these points and let me have the names of those whom 
they select. I  will then communicate them to the Honourable the President 
of the Legislative Assembly. He is extending a similar courtesy to me and 
will communicate to me the names of those selected by the Legislative 
Assembly. *

I  trust this Housing Committee may prove a real benefit to the Members 
of this Council.

SEVEEANCE OP JUDICIAL FSOH EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS. 4S5

RESOLUTION R E  SEVERANCE OF JUDICIAL FROM EXECUTIVE
FUNCTIONS.

The H o n o u e a b l e  Mu. BHURGRI : Mr. President, the Resolution 
which I  beg to move runs as follows :—

‘ This Council recomineiids to the ovcrnor General in Council to make a definite declara  ̂
tion that the time has aiTived for the complete severance of judicial from executive functionB, 
And that early steps will be taken to accomplish the sevei*ance almost immediately.*

I need not remind the Council that this is not a new question. The 
Indian National Congress bad adopted it as one of the foremost planks in its 
platform and had been pounding away at it year in and year out. But its 
origin extends far back into the last decade of the eighteenth century. From 
the literature that I  looked up on the subject, I gather that it was so far ago 
as the year 1792 in Lord Cornwallis^ time that the objectionable nature of 
the combination of these two functions was declared. Great statesmen who 
rose to the positions of Governors and Lieutenant-Governors in the country 
have pronounced their anathema on it—men like Sir Baitle Frere, Sir Cecil 
Beadon, Sir John Peter Grant and others. Sir Frederick Halliday, as the v 
President of a Committee appointed in about the thirties of the last century, : 
^delivered himself in the following terms on the subject: ' The unioii of ,
Magistrate with Collector has been stigmatised as incompatible^ but the 
junction of thief-catcher with Judge is surely more anomalous in theory, more 
mischievous in pi*actice. So long as it lasts the public confidence in our 
criminal tribunals must always be liable to injury, and the authority of justice 
itself must often be abused and misajpplied, and the power of appeal is not 
a  sufficient remedy. The danger of injustice, under such circumstances is not 
in a few cases, not in any proportion of cases, but in every case. In all, the 
Magistrate is constable, prosecutor and judge.' In 1888, Lord Dufferin - 
speaking at St. Andrews Dinner made the Congress activities as the chief 
theme of his speech, and while generally attacking its propaganda made an 
honourable exception of this item of its programme by blessing it with the
title of  ̂A counsel of perfection \  But leaving aside ancient times the
history of the question in times within our own memory began thus. While 
the Indian National Congress was passing its annual sentence of divorce upon 
what I  style as an imrighteous meialliance this ill assorted union, Mr. Man 
Mohan Ghose who was a leading figure in the Congress, who enjoyed a  
princely practice in the Criminal Courts of the country, whose services as a
B arrister  in criminal cases used to be requisitioned fa r  and wide from
Himalayas to Cape Comorin, from Assam to Karachi, and whose experience 
placed him in  tn e  most unique p osition  o f  b e in g  one o f  the best authorities on 
t-hia question and who, therewre, was allowed to assume the r61e of the
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petitioner against the respondents of the unholy union, inspired a galaxy of 
some of the most eminent d âr-judges of Indian High Courts, such as Lord 
Hobhouse, who at one time was Law Member of this Council, Sir Richard 
Garth, Sir Richard Couch, late Chief Justices of the High Court of Bengal, 
Sir Raymond West, one of the most eminent and learned judges and jurists 
India has ever had, Sir John Budd Phear, Sir William Markby, Judges 
of the High .Court of Calcutta, Mr. Reynolds of the Revenue Board of 
Bengal, to memorialise the Secretary of State for the preparation of a 
scheme for effecting the separation of the two functions, who in 1899 
forwarded the memorial to the Government of India, who, as usual, referred it 
to Local Governments and judicial officers for opinion. From that time has 
begun the process of incubation from which the quet^tion has not yet emerged. 
The Local Government® and the officers consulted sent their opinions, but the 
Government of India has not }*̂ t taken any action in the matter.

In  1908, the Honourable Sir Harvey Adamson, the then Finance Member, 
speaking from his seat in the Viceroy^s Council in his reply on the Budget 
debate, dilated on this subject at great length—in fact except for a short para
graph on another matter the whole of his speech was occupied by this 
question—and informed the Council that an enormous mass of correspondence had 
arisen out of the opinions of Local Governments and judicial officers consulted. 
-He further said that the study of the correspondence had been a tedious and 
laborious process. He said the prepondemnce of that opinion was for the 
continuance of the quo, as was of course natural the official world in those
days being averse to the reforms propoFed. Then he fairly prepented both sides 
of the question and gave as his own opinion that ‘ the inevitable result of the 
present system is that criminal trials affecting the general peac*e of the district 
are not always conducted in the atmosphere of cool impartiality which should 
pervade a Court of Justice. Nor does this completely define the e\̂ *l, which 
lies not so much in what is done as in what may be suspected to be done ; 
for it is not enougk that the administration of justice should be pure; 
it can never be the bedrock of our rule unless it is also above suspicion \  
Proceeding further, while analysing the various stages of a country^s develop
ment, he in effec't admitted that whilst in the earlier stages such a combination 
of functions would be either ncccssary or desirable, it would not be so when a 
country had made a larger advance in its development, and in winding up this 
argument he said : ‘ I t  thus follows that in such a Province the combination 
of functions must inspire a distrust of the Magistracy in all who have 
business with the Courts \  Then dealing with the prestige stunt, which 
has constantly haunted the imagination of the District Officer, he said : * Can 
it be said that under such circ-umstances the combination tends to enhancement 
of the prestige and authority of the executive ? Can any Government be strong 
whose administration of justice is not entirely above suspicion ? The answer 
must be in the negative. The combination of functions in such a condition of 
society is a direct weakening of the prestige of the Executive ̂  En passant^
I  hope these reasoned and thoughtful words canying as they do the weight 

land authority due to the eminent official status of the speaker will everlast
ingly lay the bogey of prestige which will not be able to i*aise its head and 
frighten us with its ugly face. Proceeding further Sir Harvey concluded with 
the announcement that  ̂On these grounds the Government vpf India have 
decided to advance cautiously and tentatively towarfs the separation of judi-  ̂
cial and executive functions in those parts of India where the local conditions
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render that change possible and appropriate. The experiment may be 
a costly one, but we think that the object is worthy \  Here, again, I  pause 
to draw the CounciPs special attention to this last sentence as constituting an 
efPective reply to the financial objection to my proposal which is always urged,

' Then Sir flarvey concluded by placing before the Council the scheme he 
had framed to carry out the Reforms, which I  do not propose to weary you 
by reading, but which will be found at page 250 onwards of the printed pro
ceedings of 27th March, 1908. .

The next stage in the histoiy of this question was reached when there was a 
full dress debate on the Resolutions moved in the same Council by Mr. Surendra 
Nath Bannerji on the 7th March, ] 913, wherein the Honouiuble Mover proposed 
that the Government of India should make grants to Local Governments to carry 
out the experiment of separating the two functions. Speaker after speaker on 
the Indian side went on supporting the motion, but the Government Member, Sir 
Reginald Cmddock, opposed the motion on the ground that it was vague and that 
the question had not yet emerged from the stage of consultations with the Local 
Governments and was still under consideration. Thereupon one Honourable 
Member, viz,^ Mr. Vijiai-aghavar Chariar, asked the question whether it was 
the principle that was under consideration, or the principle being accepted it 
was only a workable scheme that was under consideration, to which the 
answer given was that it was impossible to differentiate between principle and 
details. The interpretation I put upon the answer is that Government were not 
yet prepared to commit themselves to the filial acceptance of the principle—The 
motion was lost, one interesting feature of voting being that all Indian mem
bers (excepting the Government Member), ineluding even those who geneiully 
see eye to eye with Government, voted for the motion, and all the European 
Members against it.

From 1908 and 1913 to this day it is a far cry. I make bold to say that 
the objection mised on the score of the country not being sufficiently a<lvanced 
has by the lapse of so many years been swept away. Ko more conclusive 
answer to that objection could be given than the introduction of the Reforms 
which give a potent voice to the representatives of the people in the govern
ment of the country. What clearer evidence could there be of the recogni
tion of the country's advance. I do not consider it desirable to take up your
time by discussing the merits of the proposed Reform. I am confident 
that all of you are faniiliar with the arguments f r o  and con which have 
been threshed out time after time ad nauseam. The arguments are summed 
up in the quotation I have given above from Sir Frederick Halliday. As to 
the cons 1 have already shown that the demon of prestige has received a 
decent burial at the hands of Sir Harvey Adamson, and that it will no longer ^
rear up its head and expose its none too savoury features. And I do not
find that point pressed in recent years since the time of the debates in the 
Council to which I have referred.  ̂ Sir Harvey convincingly demonsti’ated 
that there would be an an access of prestige when administration of justice 
is purer than now.

Another argument is advanced which is worth serious considei-ation, 
that the suggested separation of functions will involve us in financial liabilities 
which will impose additional burden upon the Exchequer. There are several 
replies to this f t i ^ e n t .  One is that the cost will not be so heavy as to 
frighten us. Another answer is fujrniehed in the quotation from Sir Harvey
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Adamson where he says  ̂the experiment may be a costly one  ̂ bnt we think 
that the object is worthy ̂  the sentence to which I drew vour special attention 
when quoting it. W hat proposal for Reform is there which does not entail 

, expenditure ? As the proverb runs  ̂You cannot make bricks without straw \  
In  all walks of life whenever we wish to provide ourselves with an additional 
comfort we cannot esca^ additional expenditure. W hat a p e a t boon will it 
be to the couptry if you give it pure administration of justice ? And why 
should you grudge expenditure for such a lofty purpose ?

 ̂ I  think it will be a happy a u ^ ry  for the successful working of the new 
regime if we adopt this Resolution and Government give effect to it. I  
reckon it to be of a piece with those measures which have been recently passed 
both in this and the other Chamber for which it is claimed and justly claimed 
that they symbolise that true liberalism which characterises the new era 
ushered in and which will make for general peace and good-will in the country. 
Sir, with these remarks I  move the Resolution which stands in my name.

The H o n o u e a b l e  t h e  PR E SID E N T : Before the Honourable Raja 
•commences^ I  would like to draw the attention of this Chamber to the fact 
that, although this is a very small room, it is excef^dingly difficult to hear in. 
Therefore Members must raise their voices.

The H o n o u e a b l e  R a ja  S ir  HARNAM SINGH : The separation of the 
judicial and the executive functions is by no means a new subject. I t  has 
been discussed, times without number, in the press and in poi)ular assemblies; 
and public opinion to-day is unanimous, I  believe, in condemning the present 
system of concentrating all the j)owers, including judicial and executive, in 
the hands of the District Officer and his subordinates. I t  is needless for me 
to discuss the merits of the Resolution. In all civilised countries, judicial and 
executive functions are under different controls. But here in India, owing to 
-administrative and financial reasons, this severance has not yet been secured. 
This delay is not due, I  believe, to the slowness of the Government to 
recognise the evils of the combination of the two functions. The people 
must have the fullest confidence in our Courts of justice; and to secure this, 
they must be independent of the executive. One of the fundamental 
principles of the British Constitution is, the independence of the E n ^ s h  
Judges—they have little to do with the executive. Here the District Officer 
is not only the Chief Magistrate, but the Head of the District Superintendent 
of Police, so far as the investigation of crime in his district is concerned. He 
is also the head of the public prosecutor of the district. The prejudices of 
the investigator of crime and the preconceptions of the prosecutor are fatal 
to the judicial mind; and yet the District Officer, being the District Magistrate, 
may try important criminal cases in the district.

The other Magistrates in the district, dependent on the District Magistrate, 
for promotion and advancement, may take a hint from his superior, and in 
trying to please him, be led by his prejudices. I  do not say that miscarriage 
of justice is a common occurrence; but the suspicion in the public mind is not 
-altogether groundless.

I  do not believe that the concentration of all the authority of the Govern- 
<neot in the same officer adds to the efficiency of the admintslration. On the 
other hand, the burdens of the District Officer are too heavy for the
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Bhoulders of a single maiu The proposed separation would give him some 
necessary relief.

Objections may be xiaised̂  however, on financial grounds. I  sympathise 
with the Government in their present financial difficulties. The Budget which 
was presented to this House, the other day, showed clearly the need for 
economy. I do not know to what extent the proposed separation of the two 
functions would involve an additional expenditure, nor do I pretend to be able 
to work out a scheme which may accomplish the end without further fmanciaL 
burden on the Government. Even supposing that additional expenditure, to 
some extent, is unavoidable, I  would still support the Resolution, for it touches 
a g^eat fundamental principle, and no expenditure is too large for reform in a 
matter of such vital importance. In paying new enhanced taxes which the 
present budget proposes to impose, the people ought to have at least one conso
lation that a long-standing grievance has been now removed.

The H o n o u r a ble  Sie W ILLIAM  V IN C EN T: Sir, the subject o f  this 
Eesolution has been, as Members of this Council are aware, in the forefront 
o f  political controversy for many years. When I first came to this country 
33 years ago, I  am sorry to say, it was a leading feature of the debates of the 
National Congress, There have been innumei*able opinions on the subject, 
oneway and the other, noting of the most voluminous character—so voluminous 
indeed, that of one celebmted minute it has been said that it was both 
exhau^ive and exhausting. Indian opinion generally has been strongly 
in favour of the sepai-ation of the judicial and the executive. And I do not 
think that it would be possible to attempt to controvert that as the general 
feeling. And I quite admit that it is a matter on which the influence of the 
Legislature may very legitimately be exercised upon the Government. I t  is, 
however, impossible for me to review the whole subject at all adequately in the 
time which is available to any Member of tfiis Council. My predecessor. Sir 
Reginald Craddock, made this subject, if I may say, peculiarly his own and 
dealt with it at great length, on one or two occasions ; but I  think that the 
Honourable Mr. Bhurgri is in error in supposing that during his time there 
was ever a full-dress debate on it, because I was in the Council when the debate 
to which he referred arose, and it was raised as a side issue during the Budget 
and not on a regular Resolution at all. Further, Sir Reginald Craddock on 
th a t ground refused to discuss the general question of principle. But I ought,
I  think, to explain the policy of Government somewhat siifte 1908 when the 
announcement of Sir Harvey Adamson^s, to which the Honourable 
Mr. Bhurgri referred, was made. A great deal has been said about that 
Announcement, and I should like to put the words before the Council Sir 
Harvey Adamson said : ‘ The Government of India have decided to advaMe 
-cautiously and tentatively towards the sepamtion of judicial and executive 
functions, in those paits of India where the local conditions render that 
change possible and appropriate.' Later he said; I t  is a very easy 

® ^ abstract principle that magisterial and pobce
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submitted to the criticism of the public at the same time 
tentative solution is not the final expression of the decision of the G®vernment
of India. I t  mertly is a suggestion thrown out ior ^
affording assistance in the detennination of a m y t  difficult problem. The
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position really was that Lord Mintons Government were anxious to find a 
solution of the question and they prepared a scheme, which they thought 
might be found possible and appropriate. Well, that scheme was su b m it^  
to the criticism of the public and circulated to Local Governments, and it was 
found—by the Local Governments concerned—unsuitable; it is rather 
interesting here to notice that Sir Edward Baker, who was one of those, I  
believe, who had in the Government of India suppoi-ted the principle of the 
separation of judicial and executive functions, found that he was unable at any 
rate to apply that paiiicular scheme when he was Lieutenant-Governor of 
Bengal. In March 1910, Sir Harvey Adamson again announced that the- 
experiment had been postponed.

The question was again examined in Lord Hardinge^s time, and after 
much discussion the Government anived at the conclusion that there was no 
urgent need for sepamtion. They considered that the separation could only be 
applied gradually with due regard to local circumstances. There was a proposal 
at that time of trying the experiment of the separation in some particular area.. 
The views of the Government of India on this point were that, if such an 
experiment were to be made, it would have to be made in the whole province 
and for some time, but that the times were singularly inappropriate for such an 
experiment. They, therefore, referred the matter aguin to the Secretary of 
State, and, after disctission with him, it was agreed ttiat there was no commit
ment to any particular scheme or to any definite time for introducing 
separation. To this view the Secretary of State assented. That is the history 
of this case up to now.

I t  has been alleged that the idea that the functions of the prosecutor and 
the judge should be combined in the same person is unsound in principle. 
This is an argument of very great weight, though, as a matter of fact, 
since the various Police Commissions have sat and the direct control of 
Magistrates over the police has been minimised by the appointment of 
superintendents, the combination is more apparent than real. Certain new 
se^ions have also been inserted in tKe Code of Criminal Procedure which 
provide expressly against any accused person being prejudiced by the present 
arrangement. 1 refer to sections 191 and 556. Section 191, I may say, wa» 
inserted in the Cod<||at the instance, I think, of Mr. Justice Ameer Ali in 
order to meet the very difficulty which has been felt over this question of the 
union of functions. Again, it is alleged that Magistrates under the system now 
prevailing are too ready to convict and that they do not scrutinise the 
evidence with sufficient care. Well, mistakes do occur in the trial of cases, 
but such mistakes will be found in any judicial system in the world. Human 
nature being w'hat it is, all judges are liable to error, and I do not think that 
our Magistrates fall into enor any more than Magistrates in other countries.

The Honourable Member referred to the criticisms of Mr. Man Mohau 
Ghose of this system and they were of a very cogent character on general 
grounds. But he wnll remember, I think, that Mr. Man Mohan Ghose, after 
an exhaustive inquiry, was able to cite 20 cases only in which he thought 
that the combination had resulted in injustice. I  think that subsquent inquiry 

"* resulted ifl ten more cases being discovered, but these yeve spread over a 
very large number of years, and, on investigation, many' of the complaints 
proved to be groundless. I  want to give here some figures to show that
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really this accusation that our Magistrates are unduly ready to convict does 
not bear examination. We have collected the figures from 1902 to 1911 
for certain Provinces. I  did not, my predecessor did—I have told you that he 
had made this subject greatly his own. In four provinces, Madms^ Bombay, 
Bengal and the United Provinces, there were in ten years 1,465,000 persons sent 
up in police cases. I  only take police cases because it is in relation to them 
that this separation is more important. 87 per cent, of those men were 
acquitted or discharged. That is not an indication, I  think, that Magistrates 
are unduly prone to convict, and I was very glad to hear HonouraWe Raja 
Sir Hamam Singh say that he did not think in practice the system was produc
tive of injustice. Now, let me take the question of appeals. Honourable 
Members of this Council are aware that appeals lie from certain classes of 
Magistrates to Sessions Judges and from others to District Magistrates. We 
have tested the figures showing the results of successful appeals, that is, appeals 
in which the Sessions Judges thought that the Magistrate had gone wrong, and 
cases in which the District Magistrates acquitted the accused thinking he had 
been wrongly convicted. The figures are for the same period and for the same 
Provinces. In the case of Sessions Judges^ Courts, the percentage of 
successful appeals varies from 2'2 to 151 per cent., and in the case of 
Magistrates it varies from 25 to 37 per cent. That does not shew, I  think, 
that Magistrates are unduly prone to convict.

My own feeling is that the actual injury caused by the present system 
is exaggerated. But it is purely a personal opinion, and I have no authority 
to speak on behalf of the Government in this matter. I think myself that 
to suggest that they act unjustly is really an unwarranted slur both ofi 
our European and Indian Magistrates. 1 believe they do their work, taking 
it big and large, very justly and conscientiously, and in any case they have 
always before them the question of an appeal to the Sessions Judge. Indeed, 
it may be said of Magistrates ‘ M hatever they do, they are never in the 
right.^ And there is still a good deal of tmth in the following citation 
from some verses written in 18G3 by a civilian of great ability:—

‘ Toil as he may, his guerdon is the same— ^
The scantiest prajse, the largest meed of blame,
Acquit ? And brave the Superintendent’s cui’se ?
Convict ? To see a dubious Judge reverse ?
"What tho’ Assessors fail to find a flaw,
And ti-ust the Judge alike for facts and law :
1 ho’ link in link of evidence appeal’—
Proof piled on proof make cleai-er and more clear
The prisoner’s guilt—the bland High Coui*t shines out _
More skilled than Eldon in the art of doubtt
* Twixt right and wrong an even balance keeps,
The prisoner is released—and Justice weeps.’

But the Honourable Member is on sounder grounds when he speake of the 
necessity of trials being held in an atmosphere of cool impartiality. That is 
a matter of great importance, and there is in many cases, a fear, an unjusti
fied fear I  believe, but still an apprehension that an over-zealous officer in his 
anxiety to preserve his good credit as an administrator in a sub-division or to 
maintain the perfb«, may be too ready to credit prosecution evidence and not 
likely to be absolutely fair to the accused. I  do not think there is any ground
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for that apprehension^ but I  believe in some cases it does exist. There is on thi» 
account a feeling of mistrust of our Courts in some cases. I  believe there i» 
little foundation for it, but it is therCi and it is all important in a judicial trial 
that the Court should be such as to command the absolute confidence of those 
who appear before it. That is indeed a general principle of the greatest 
importance whether the apprehensions are sound or not. Also sometimes 
there is a suggestion that there may be a tendency on the part of some officers 
to disregard the rights of individuals and to consider rather the benefit to the 
community at large particularly in certain classes of cases and miscellaneous 
proceeding under the Criminal Procedure Code. But my own experience—I 
was a Judge for many years and a Magistrate for many years—is that the 
defects of the present system are very largely exaggerated. Nevertheless^ 
there being this feeling, the Government of India are perfectly prepared to gOj 
as &r as possible, to meet the Honourable Member.

The meaning of this word  ̂separation' has been very well put by a great 
Law Member in the Government of India, and it is this :  ̂1 think that our
judicial officers should be specially trained for their duties, and that in per
forming these duties they should not be subjected to any form of executive

Sressure. For this purpose, that there should be some separation is un- 
oubted.^ But how far that can be carried out is a matter of methods and 

resources.
Now the Honourable Member referred, I  think, to the administration 

of justice in England, and it seems to be S ieved  that there is a complete 
separation between the judicial and executive, much more complete than^ 
I  believe, in fact exists. Up till quite recently the connection in England 
between the Magistracy and the Police was veiy marked and the Magistrates 
exercised very great control over the police. In the boroughs, for instance, 
the police are under the control of the atch Committee of the Town 
Council, of whom the Mayor is the Chairman, and he is also a Magistrate. 
The County Police are administered by joint Standing Committees composed 
both, half of County Councillors and half of County Justices. But I  suppose 
the most familiar example of a combination of executive and judicial 
functions in England is the case of the office of the Lord Chancellor, who 
combines very important judicial and executive functions. In fact, it may 
be said, so far as the rural area is concerned or the Magistracy is concerned,, 
that the maintenance of peace has never been divorced from jumcial functions,

I  turn now to a practical question which always has puzzled me in regard 
to this separation in India. In any scheme for separation subordinate Magis
trates must have some local authority to supervise this work, if they are to do 
their work properly, that is, if it is to be done expeditiously, carefully and with 
due regard to the public convenience. In one scheme for separation the 
suggestion is that they should be subordinated entirely to the District Judge, 
that he should control them and that the Magistrate's control should be exer
cised only over the police. That, I believe, speaking as a Judge of many 
years^ experience, is entirely impossible. A District and Sessions Judge has 
at present more executive work to do than he can possibly carry out. 
He has a large number of subordinate Civil Courts under him, and 
it would be quite impracticable for him also to keep in  touch with 
the Criminal Courts as well. If, on the other hand, you say that the District 
Magistrate should control the subordinate Magistracy but shall have no control
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over the police, you are reducing what is in fact a very effective check over 
abuses of power by the police. I t  has been admitted times out of number that 
the District Officer is able to do a great deal in checking improprieties on the 
part of the subordinate police. So, that is a practical difficulty in regard to 
this scheme. I  am aware of Mr. Romesh Chandra Dutt's scheme. I  have 
examined it, but it has been proved on examination to be both defective in 
many ways and expensive. Sir Harvey Adamson^s scheme was another one 
which, when it was referred to Local Governments for criticism, was found 
to provide insufficient protection for the maintenance of law and order, which 
is a very serious matter ; incidentally also, although this point has been 
dealt with very lightly, it involved very large expenditure. I  think 
the' Council will be interested to hear the figures of the additional cost 
which the introduction of that scheme involved. They were in one pro
vince 23 lakhs of rupees initial and 15J lakhs recurring. And under 
present day conditions, having regard to the various increases in the cost of 
material and the cost of salaries, allowances, and so forth, this figure would 
have to be largely increased. The real question therefore before this Council is, 
whether, in these circumstances, the separation of judicial and executive should 
precede other more urgent work. That is the question. But there is another 
point. Honourable Members were all very generous on this question of 
finance. They said, ‘ Never mind. Let it cost what it may ; let us have this 
great advance \  Let me remind the Council that the cost will not fall on tho 
Imperial revenues. I t  will fall entirely on the Provincial revenues, and it seemg 
to me that it is a little unwise for this Council to attempt to impose upon Provin
cial revenues, at a moment when we know that every Province is stmggling- 
very hard to make both ends n^eet and when two of our great Provinces, 
at any rate, are budgetting for a deficit, an additional burden of this kind.

This leads me at once to another point. The administration of law and 
justice is pre-eminently a Provincial subject. The Provinces have got to find 
the money and they are responsible for the administration of this branch of 
Government. Ought the Central Government in such circumstances to inter
fere with them and say ‘ We do not mind what the cost is ; we do not mind 
whether the present system is productive of evil or not, but we are going to 
urge you to undertake this large additional expenditure \  And this in face of 
the fact that some of the Provincial Governments have already declined tO' 
take up this matter immediately. I  have before me a teleg^m from the . 
Government of Madms. A Resolution was moved in that Presidency for the 
separation of the judicial and executive and, when I  got notice of this Resolu
tion, I  immediate^ wired down to Madras to find out what the result was*- 
This is the reply 1 received :—

‘ YonrtelcCTam 326-Judicial, dated 20th February. Resolution moved in Legislatiye 
Connoil recommended that Bteps should at once be taken to sepai-ate executive and judicial 
functions completely in this Presidency, and t ^ t  all judicial officers should be placed 
directly under the control of the District and Sessions Judge and of High Court. Stop. Heso- 
lution was oppoeed by two non-official8. one of whom opposed it on >tB mer.U and tho other 
considered it not feasible or capable of practical application. One uiged that the a ^ m is-  
tration of justice would suffer and the other that the public as weU a* Goycrnment would 
be inconvenienced. Strong objection was taken by another Member to admmutraUve wô ^̂  
including appointments, transfers and promotions being transfen-ed to the High Court. 
Objection rested partly on question of communal representation m making appmntment^^  ̂
An attempt to amend Resolution by leaving out the words ‘ at once was defeat^ by 46 
votes to 36, the m ai. Pesolution being also defeated by 45 votes to 33. The <i«0UB«on 
exhibited no very great enthusiasm, aid  the Member of &oveminent m oh«ge did not hnd .t  
necessary to speak at all.*
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That is the position in regai-d to this in one Province. ‘The administration 

o i  justice is a Provincial matter. The question under discussion is a matter for 
them to decide, and they have to find the money for any changes in the present 
system. This Council now knows that, in one Province at least, they are not 
anxious to undeiiake this diflScult task at present.

Further, as a matter of fact, we have done a great deal in order to avoid 
and get rid of many of the practical objections against the present system. 
For instance, the original jurisdiction of the District ]\fagistrate, who is 
the nominal head of the police, has been reduced almost to nothing, in many 
districts I  may say, absolutely to nothing. The number of Magistrates who 
exercise powers under section 30, that is, powers of giving imprisonment for 
long terms, have been largely reduced, not because they have not exercised 
them properly, but because we thought that serious eases should be tried by 
Sessions Judges. In mskiiy Provinces the system of territorial jurisdiction has 
also been introduced. Finally, every effort has been m ^ e  to disabuse 
subordinate Magistrates of any idea that their promotion or welfare will in any 
way be prejudiced by executive criticism of their judicial work, and I do not 
think that now it can be suggested that any officer can complain that his 
promotion has been affected by any criticism of his judicial work based on the 
ground that he is too ready to acquit persons brought before him. This is a 
charge that used to be brought. I remember the case of one Deputy Magistrate 
in Bengal myself who always thought liis ])voniotion liad been prejudiced by his 
case work. I  believed even then the accusation was groundless and it ceiiainly 
is 60 now.

( The Government will meet the Honourable Member as far as possible, and 
I  hope that the following uudcrtaking will siitisfy him. The matter is a 
Provincial one, but if any Local Government decides to take up this question of 
separating the judicial from executive functions—the matter is one for them— 
the Government of India will raise no objection, and will proceed to make 
such legislative changes as may be necessary to give effect to the proposal of 
the L o ^  Governments. We are not, however, prepared at this juncture to 
interfere in any way with t&e discretion of the Local Governments in a matter 
which is purely one of Provincial administration.^

The H o n o u r a b l e  C o lo nel  SiE UMAR HAYAT KHAN : Sir, I  wish 
to say only a few words by way of observation. I  have heard both the able 
speeches of the Honourable the Mover of the Resolution and also the Honour
able the Home Member, and I  am not going to follow them, because on the 
one hand some utopian ideas have been put forward and on the other a few 
statistics. These do not coincide with the things that exist in practice. Sir, 
I  am a Magistrate of 20 years^ standing, and I have seen a great deal of the 
working of the present system in the districts. I  know of some cases,—I  will 
not say that it is the case everywhere, but I  huve known of cases in which 
District Magistrates have practically interfered and dictated the policy to be 
adopted in judicial cases to their subordinates. I  remember a case of one of 
tny friends, an Honorary Magistrate, who was told to do something, which he 
could not do and so he resign^. He had of course lots of money and could 
afford to resign, but the same is not the case with all, who nave to live 
on their salaries, because these people cannot afford tô  figtt with their 
superiors. There are many cases in which the subordinate officials have to 
carry out the instructions of their superiors and cannot decide cases as they
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■think proper; they have simply to do as they are asked to do in order to 
please the head of the department or district. Since the time I  speak of 
much water lias flowed down, even om* adjacent river the Jumna, which has 
got very little water left, so that things have changed very much. The civil 
service men, the pick of the English nation, whom we used to get, have greatly 
•deteriorated. Some of the best men also do not care to come out, and lots of 
young officers are now called upon to take the place of senior officers. Every 
one of them naturally wants to become a Governor. And what do they do ? 
They rush things along so fast that the ordinary people of our country cannot 
follow their methods. As somebody pointed out sometime back in the course 
of the debates in the previous Legislative Council, they have got to look after 
something like 21 or 31 departments. Naturally, a man who has so manv 
things in hand, cannot be a master of anything. As the proverb says, 'Jack  
of all trades and master of none this is the case with the junior officers 

/ now-a-days. So, as the Honourable the Home Member has just quoted a 
telegram, if the judicial work is entinisted to judicial, officers like Sessions 
Judges, these men would not have to comply with the wishes of Deputy Com
missioners, as their work would go direct to the Sessions Judges and Chief 
Courts, which are the best judges of the work of these subordinate officers. 
Their character rolls have simply to be transferred to the Sessions Judges to 
decide about the merits of tliese people, and then they will no longer suffer 
in the matter of promotions in the service. This will not involve any fresh 
expenditure. At the same t i m e  I think the Deputy Commissioners will have 
ample time in hand to look after their other duties, and this will be veiy much 
to the interest of Government.

I  have stood up to-day to put in a strong plea, and that is, that before 
Mr. Gandhi came to the front, there was already dissatisfaction among 50 
per cent, of the population on account of hasty civilians. These officers never 
stick to one district. If they did so, the matter would be all right, but every 
year or every second year they go round, and wherever they go, they cause 

' discontent. I myself have been a Magistrate for the last 20 years, and I  
support the Resolution to this extent that the system should be changed and 
that ch?Li-acter rolls of the subordinate officials who do case work should 
be transfen-ed to Sessions Judges and Chief Courts instead of to Deputy 
Commissioners.

The H o n o u r a ble  S ir  MANECKJI DADABHOY : Sir, I  think it will 
not serve any useful purpose to prolong the discussion on this Resolution any 
further after what has fallen from the Honourable the Home Member. So 
far as the merits of this Resolution are concerned, we have heard a long story 
from Sir William Vincent. He has spoken of his experience as a District 
Judge for a number ^f years, but my experience as a legal practitioner for a 
number of years has been quite^the contrary. I  should have very strongly 

. supported the Resolution of nly Honourable friend, Mr. Bhurgri, had it not been 
for the fact that this scheme has been fully threshed out both in this Council 
and outside this Council, as well as on the public platform. We have noticed 
to-day with gratification an absolute change in the attitude of Oovernment 
in respect of this important matter. We have heard from the Honourable 
the Home Member that, if the Provinces choose to introduce this scheme, 
there will be no t>pposition from the Government of India. X congratulate 
the ‘Honourable the Home Member on this expression of opinion. He has 
irightly pointed out that the matter is purely a Provincial one, and my opinion
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also is that the Provinces should be left alone to work out tlieir own destinies 
in this matter. There is an all-important question of finance at present 
We know how the Provinces have to contend against financial difficulties on 
the eve of the reforms. The Provinces have got a gi*eat deal to do. They 
will have to set their house in order before they can take up new or urgent 
works.

And if the Provinces hereafter ta te  up this subject and demand a complete 
Beparation of the executive from the judicial functions, I am pleased to note 
that there will be no opposition from the Government of India. In view of 
this assui-ance it would be liardly fair to protract this debate or to press this 
Resolution. I  would therefore advise my Honoumble friend, Mr. Bhurgri, to 
accept this assurance and at this stage not to press this Resolution. There is 
another aspect -of the question. We will be putting the Provinces in a state 
of some predicament if we now press this Resolution. We have heard that in 
the Madi*as Council this Resolution has not found much favour. I  presume 
it was purely due to the financial stringency of the j\iadi*as Presidency. A  ̂
similar stringency appears at present in many Provinces, and in my opinion 
works of more urgent character should be taken up first on the eve of reforms 
rather than such a scheme. I  do not underrate the importance of this scheme^ 
bnt Honourable Members must realise that the scheme will cost the country 
large simis of money; tliat to separate the judicial entirely from the executive 
and to separate it effectually means a large capital expenditure. Whether we 
are in a position to undeitalTe it at present, I am not able to state. At any 
rate, speaking for the Centml Provinces, I do not think the finances of the 
Central Provinces will peiTnit of takine^ up this scheme immediately. I t  is 
for these reasons I  think Mr. Bhurgri ought not to press his proposition at 
this stage.

The H o n o u r a b l e  M r . SRINIVASA SA STRI: Sir, this Resolution is 
12 p¥  somewhat like sevei-al other Resolutions which the Council of

' * State has had to consider during these last few days. I t  is a
matter primarily concerning the* Provinces, but owing to the long habit which 
our public men have had of threshing out certain subjects, it has been brought 
into a House which for various reasons nright have been spared a discussion on 
it. But I  have been told by a lawyer of great repute that if this reform is to 
be carried out in its entirety and to the whole logical extent of its principle, 
legislation might have to be undertaken here, for at the present moment various 
duties of a strictly judicial character are cast by the law of the land on the 
District Magistrate. However that majr be, since the financing of this reform 
will form a burden on the Provinces, it is, I  think, quite appropriate that we 
should leave such subjects to the Provinces. But I  must say a word with 
reference to the way in which Government have met this Resolution. The 
Honourabk Sir William Vincent, instead of contenting himself with the pro
vincial character of this Resolution, went further afield and, as he sometimes 
does, discussed the whole subject from top to bottom, in some respects seem
ing even to go back on the ^ound which in previous times the (^vernment 
of India seemed to take up in reference to this matter. Some of us thought 
that the Government of India would not care to question the principle. 
The Honourable Sir William Vincent told us that, even in England, there is a 
certain sphere in which the judicial and executive functions are m ix ^ u p . 
He said,:  ̂After all it does no harm ; and it might cost money to change the
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system/ And for one reason or another he seemed to think that there wag 
no particular harm in this combination of functions, but if people felt it to be 
very harmful the Government of India were inclined to g;ive way; but ou 
the whole let us leave it'to the Provinces, as it in a matter of money, it will 
take time, and there is no hurry; there are other objects which seem to 
be mere immediate; and in all these ways he seemed to cast doubts on 
the propriety of the policy, a matter which I regret somewhat I  must 
also demur to the way in which he brought in a quotation—some doggerel 
written by a tired civilian—very clever no doubt; but I  think the 
Honourable the Home Member might have shrunk from quoting it in 
this serious discussion because it does ^cast some unworthy reflections on 
the work of the High Coui-t as an instrument of justice. However, that is a 
matter of good taste, and no one has a riglit to dictate to another. Now I do 
wish to say one word about the dragging in of the Southern Provinces into- 
this discussion. I must hang down my head in shame that after all these years 

 ̂ of political work in this conntr} ,̂ the Madras Province should have given the 
go-by to this principle of judicial integrity. This has not always been the 
case with my Province. Till a very recent date, when a most unfortunate social 
quarrel arose, we were true to the principles of political propriety. I t  is only 
quite recently that in Madms the fashion has sprung up of looking at every
thing, however well-established, however hoary, however indisputable by every 
law and canon of propriety, it has become the fashion in that Province to Iook  
at eveiything from the point of view of Brahmin versus non-Brahmin. The 
Honourable the Home Member read a telegram which, however, omitted to state 
thfit the aspersion cast on the High Court Judges was due to the fact 
expressly stated during the debate in Madras that a certain number of 
them were Brahmins. Now, that evidence coming from Madrasis obviously 
tainted with that prejudice, and it does not help the discussion very much 
to quote it. I  am, however, not at all disputing the right of the Honourable 
the Home Member to make use of that fact. 1 am only pointing out to the 
Council the value of the Madras testimony in this matter, which is entirely 
negligible.

The H onourable L ala SUKHBIB SINHA : Sir, I  rise to give my 
support to this Resolution. The Honourable the Home Member admits that 
there is a volume of public opinion in favour of it. The question has been 
discussed on the platform and everywhere. I t  is also the opinion of all of u» 
that the District Officers and Deputy Commissioners are overworked. They 
have to look after a good many things as enumerated by my friend, Sir Umar 
Hayat Khan, about 32 departments they have to look after. In such a case,
I  think the time has come when this reparation of judicial and executive, 
should be made. I t  has been said by the Honourable the Home Member and 
the Honourable Mr. Sastri that it is a Provincial subject, and therefore this 
subject or similar subjects should not be brought before this Council. With 
due deference to them, I beg to point out that these Resolutions are simply 
recommendations. They are not binding. If we, Members of this Council, 
discuss any Resolution of importance and if it is addressed to the Governor 
General or the Governors in Council in the Provinces, I think it will have 
very good weight. With this view

The H onouHable the PR ESID EN T: Order, order. The Honourable 
Member does not suggest that Resolutions of this Council can be sent as

3 a
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recommendations to Governors of Provinces ? The rules provide that Resolu
tions are recommendations to the Governor General in Council, and there must 
be no doubt on that point.

The H onourable L ala SUKHBIR SINHA : I  admit, Sir. In this 
Council such Resolutions should be discussed as relate to the Government of 
India and not those that relate to the Provincial Governments. Therefore, 
I  beg to submit that Resolutions of impoi*tance should be discussed here, 
and they should be sent either to the Governor-General for his copsider- 
ation, or to be sent by him for consideration to the Provincial Governments, 
As regards this Resohition, I thiqk the time has come when the separation 
of judicial and executive functions should be made without any further 
delay, because tlie public want it, and justice wants it. The District 
Magistrate cannot look after so many things, and he should be relieved 
of his judicial functions. If a District ]\Iagistrate ŵ ill find more time to 
attend to the executive business, I think he will be able to do more justice 
and satisfy his people more than he can possibly do now. I will give an 
instance here of a District IMagistrate named ]\lr. Marsh. Although he is 
District Magistrate, he looks after all things that are in his charge, and he 
devotes his time to a study of the needs of the j>eople. He goes about, he 
looks after them, he linds out what the people want, and he gives them all 
possible helj). Therefore, if we have such men in this country, I think this 
imrest, this discontent that is going on, w ill come down very soon, and there
fore, 1 think that the time has come when the District Magistrates and the 
Deputy Commissioners should be relieved of their judicial work and be given 
time to look to the needs and requirements of the people in their charge.

The H o n o u u a ble  Siu DTNSHAW WACHA : Sir, I  think that this 
question may be called the Odyssey of Indian Legislation. Like Ulysses of 
old, it has gone up and down for the last fifty years and more, and I am glad 
to see that the Legislature is going to find it a liaven of rest permanently, 
I  should say so from the way in whicli the Honourable the Home Member 
has spoken about its destination on behalf of Government. They are going 
to meet us halfway so far as it is possible to do. The question is one of 
Provincial legislation no doubt. At the same time, I  must say that I  do not 
make a bogey of ŵ hat is called the  ̂ burden of taxation, for, even 23 years 
ago, when I  and Mr. Gokhale went together to give our evidence before 
Welby's Commission, we brought this matter before them ; and so far as 
Boml^y was concerned, we pointed out as to how far this sepai’ation could 
be effected without much of a burden to the tax-payer. The evidence is there. 
Sir Pherozeshah Mehta had previously spoken about it in the Provincial 

. Conference. And I  think that if only Provincial Governments give due 
''attention to the question of finance involved in the separation, they will find 

in the long run that it is not so burdensome as i^is supposed by many to be. 
^ h a t being the case, I  do say that, as far as the Provincial Governments are 
concerned, you ought to go to them ; and I  believe that with the advent of 
the new Viceroy, Lord Reading, who has made, as it were, Justice as his 
gospel and wants to see it fim ly rooted ins India—Justice which is the 
greatest pillar of the British Inoian Empire—I am confident we shall be very 
BOon in a position to see Justice done to India in consonance with Indian 
sentimetit. India will then be satisfied^ and this question wtich I  call the 
Odyssey of Indian Legislation will be set at rest for ever.
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The H o n o u ea ble  M r. BHURGRI : Sir, after the assurance which the 
Honourable the Home Membe^ has ĝ iven and after the debate which has 
taken place to-day I ask leave Irf the Council to withdraw my Resolution.

The Resolution was, by leave of the Council, withdrawn.

EXPOttT OF POOD-GRAINS. 4 4 9

RESOLUTION B E  EXPORT OF FOOD-GRAINS.
The H o n o u e a b l e  S a e o a e  JOGENDRA SINGH : Sir , I  beg to move 

the following Resolution :—
‘ This Council recommends to the Governor General in Council that all regtrictions on 

expoit of food-gi-ains from India be removed forthwith. *

The HoNouiiABLE THE PRESIDENT : I should like to hear the Honourable 
Member on one point before he proceeds. I t  seems we discussed a Resolution 
very similar to this the other day. Will he show in -what way he considers 
his Resolution different from the one already disposed of ?

The H onourable S ardar  JOGENDRA SINGH : That related only 
to rice and this relates to all food-grains.

The HoxoiniABLE the PRESIDENT : Do I understand his arguments are 
different ? ‘

The H onourable S ardar JOGENDRA SINGH : The <*arguments 
are.....................

The H onourable the PRESIDENT : What I wish to be satisfied is this 
that this Resolution is not in substance the same as was moved by an Ho^iour- 
able Member. If the Honourable Member can give me an assurance that 
the arguments he proposes to give and the instances he proposes to cite are 
different and the object of the Resolution is different, I will permit him to 
proceed.

The H onourable S ardar JOGENDRA SINGH : I think it is 
different. I have not got the other Resolution with me at present. But, so 
far as I remember, that Resolution asked only that certain quantities of rice 
be released for export. This Resolution asks that the entire restrictions be 
removed.

The H onourable the PRESIDENT : In the circumstances, on the 
assurance of the Honourable Member, he may proceed.

The H o n o u r a b le  S a r d a r  JOGENDRA SINGH : In moving this Resolution 
I wish to clear certain misconceptions which are obscuring the question. There 
were no restrictions on ex poll; of food-grains before the war. I t  was only 
towards the end that restrictions were introduced. It is too late now to 
question the wisdom of this policy, but I can assert without any fear of 
contradiction that the loss to India on account of this control runs into 
millions. Perhaps the Revenue Member or the Minister for Commerce, will 
tell us the exact figures representing difference between Indian prices and 
world-prices for the goods supplied by India during the war. India is an 
agricultural country. The bidk of Indian population (nearly 80 per cent.) 1b 
agricultural, ^ h e  remaining 20 per cent, include the labouring and the trading 
classes. So far as the agricultural population is concerned, it produces its own
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food and we need have no anxiety about it. The agriculturist keeps enough 
grain for himself and his family. H e keeps the seed and only offers the surplus 
for sale. This surplus he cannot store for any length of time. Weevils 
attack wheat and other crops and he must sell in good time, which is 
generally within* three to six months of harvesting. The restriction on 
exports, therefore, means the accumulations of stocks in the hands of middle
men. The cultivatoi* loses his legitimate profits and the middleman speculates 
for gain. Will the Government be pleased to say the amount paid in 
discouut to the exporters during this period of control ? To the tiTidesman 
again the rise in the prices of food is of no great importance, and the wage- 
earner can always depead upon getting better wages when the price of food-stufiEs 
rise in the same proportion as the rise of prices all round. Now J. ask you, is 
there any other industry so controlled ? The manufacturers of every other country 
have been allowed to maintain a race between wages and prices, and it is only the 
agriculturist who must spend more on his produce but gain no more than before. 
Is it because he is patient and dumb that we can deal with him in this 
way ? He has to meet his obligations in the matter of revenue and rent 
from the sale of his surplus produce. He has to buy himself and his family 
clothes, bullocks and cows, implements and other things for which he has to 
p ay  three times as much as he did before the war. How can he do so if the 
price of his own produce remains unchanged ? Is it any wonder that he, too, 
is getting discontented ? His needs are few and if even these he cannot 
meet, it means almost the end of things for him. If better prices for other things 
bring prosperity to the manufactiu’er, why should better })rices be wrong for 
the food producers ? Indeed, 1 hold that high prices of food-stuffs are 
necessary for agricultural prosperity. There can be no stability in wages till 
the agricultural wage is fair and fully established. The Revenue Member 
made futile answers to my questions . . . .

The H onouiiable the PR ESID EN T: Order, order. What did I hear 
the Honourable Member say ?

The HoxouttABTJ2 S ardau  JOGENDRAl SINGH : I  said the Revenue 
Member made futile answers to my questions.

The HONOUIIABLE THE PESIDENT : What kind of answers ?
The H onoukable S audau JOGENDRA SINGH : Futile answers.
The H onourable the PRESIDEN T: You must not use the word

* futile ^
The H oxourable S aruar JOGENDRA SINGH : I am sorry, but 

that is how they impressed me.
The H onoijrabi^  the PRESIDENT : Order, order. I  must ask the 

Honourable Member to withdraw the word  ̂futile \  .
The hoNoURABTiE S ar pa r  JOGENDRA SINGH : I withdraw the word. 

The Revenue Member made unconvincing answers to my questions asking him 
to tell us what the agriculturist's wage was in various Provinces and what were 
the agricultural incomes on which land-revenue was assessed. I  can assure him 
he caimot pass over, these questions lightly. The agriculturist must have a fair 
wage ai^d the revenue assessed on his income should bear som^ relation to other 
taxes.
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I  know how educated and uneducated men look back to the days that are 
*Sone when grain was cheap and ghee was plentiful. Imagination can always 
invest the past with a mystery and a splendour, but we have pictures of 
ancient India in history and of famines which came in ^ ite  of 
ihe supposed plentitude. The conditions from Province to rrovinoe 
'differed from starvation by famine in one place to plenty of food in another. 
We have dear food, but nowhere now in India need a man die of starvation, ^

- I f  th^ prices of food-grains are to be kept down, it is like telling the agi’icul- 
turistthathe can have food, but he must not buy for himself clothes or aiw 

-ether necessities of life. I t  is like cutting him off fromu^ll that the civilised 
world offers. Railway travelling, labour-saving machine, clothes and other 
little comforts knock at his door and call him to open his purse strings. 
You could raise protection walls in the days of the bullock cart, but now when 
the world is interlinked it is impossible to create stagnant pools of protected 
production. You cannot buy in the markets of the world and keep your own 
produce out of these. The 13udget just presented proves . the folly . of such 
an attempt. We came witli a trade balance in our favour and to-day we are 
a debtor nation and new taxes have to be raised to meet our expenditure. More 
than half our income is needed for our army. When shall we realise that free 
trade and International understanding is the only remedy for the many 
preventible ills from which the nations of the world suffer? Here and there 
men get lucid moments in this mad house of a world and call for unity, but 
the ideas which rule the crowd have not yet been dethroned, ^xermany will 
have a lesson for all of us for the future. Her misfortune may prove her 
i»lvation. The money she may have to pay in reparation may not equal tHe 
military expenditure which victorious Germany might have been call^ upon 
to shoulder. The world is now a united whole. We must produce freely and 
exchange freely, if humanity is to come to its own and inherit its share of 
labour and joy.

Man-made machines have out-stripped the minds of men. Railroads and 
steamship lines have linked the world, while we still think in old ways when 
the bullock cart and the camel niled the road and set limits to districts and 
countries; to-day trade currents are lucing through the world and the wheel 
of wealth is moving. I only wish it did move more freely and was not 
selfishly retarded by interested nations. I t  can gather and distribute, but 
standing still it has nothing to offer and is soon stripped of its treasures. By 
retarding it we starve ourselves and inflict starvation on others. The world 
can only prosper together, living apart, it can only refuse to enjoy the bounties 
which nature distributes every morning in^the name of the gods.

The restrictions on export if we look clearly and closely do not really work 
towards the provision of more food. Increased production only can regulate 
the level of prices. Continued food control means cutting India off the 
^ rk e ts  of the world. High prices would have stimulated production and 
provided natural rernedies against unreasonable prices. Controlled prices mean 
controlled production, which means delaying the restomtion of normal 
<;onditions.

We have now considered the general economic grounds. Let us now pass 
under review some of the special facts and figures relating particularly to our 
-exports. Th^ question whether exports of food-grains are to be allowed or 
restricted can hUrdly be decided on the figures available for the outturn of the 
jMirticular crops. There are no published estimates of the outturn of some of
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the coarse food-crops such, as jowar and bajra, which are generally used by the 
consumer for food. If, however, we take up the position that the amount of 
any particular crop available for export must depend on the outturn of that 
particular crop, we find that past figures in normal times do not support this 
view. Take for example wheat figures of outturn and of export of wheat 
for the following five years before the war :—

1 2 3 4

' Year. Production in 000 
tcnsi

Export in 000 tons 
in following year.

Percentage of column 
3 on column 2,

1908-09 r  . . 9 7,639 1,050 13-74

1909-10 • • . • 0,633 1,266 1314

1910-11 . • . • 10,061 1,361 13-53

1911-12 . . .
1

• j 9,924 1,660 16*73

1912-13 . . . 1• ;1 9,599 1,202 12-62

(At this stage the President vacated Ins seat and the Honourable- 
Mr. Sastri occupied the Chair.)

If  out of the 1910-11 crop only 1,861,000 tons (one million three hundred 
and sixty-one thousand) were exported one might assume that the internal 
needs of the country for wheat were 10,061,000 tons minus 1,361,000 (one 
million three hundred and sixty-one thousand) or say 8,700,000 (eight millioa- 
and seven hundred thousand), and yet we find that out of a crop of which the 
outturn was only 7,630,000 (seven million six hundred and thirty-nine 
thousand) tons in 1908-09, as much as 1,050,000 (one million and fifty 
thousand), tons were exported. I t  will be seen that whatever tlie outturn 
of the crop, normally 13 per cent, to 14 per cent, of it is actually available for 
export. The matter is not surprising when we consider the vast population of 
India. If  three hundred millions of people save a pinch of grain a day say

of a pound, we would have available for export in the year nearly 3 million, 
tons of food, so it is not difficult to see how a large quantity of food can be 
spared for export without any necessity for examining the figures for the* 
outturn of particular crops.

There will be some justification for restricting exports if in times of famine 
it could be proved that food moved cheaply. But the holding up exports does 
not increase the resources of the people to buy the food that might be available. 
In  famine areas the people ai’e too poor to buy food-grains and have to be 
supported in some way or the other by Government. The only effect of 
restriction on exports can be that the agriculturists not being able to find 
a full market for their food-grains will be driven to substitute non-food cropa' 
for food  crops, thus to reduce Indians food supplies in the long run. In the 
year 1919 because there was plenty of money in the country the maximum 
number of people on relief at any one time 560,000,' as against a figure 
of over 64 millions in 1900. To-day, again, a large population would 
require relief if famine established itself in some parts of India.



I t  was chiefly owing to the dislocation produced by the war and the 
consequent demand at high prices in foreign countries for Indians produce 
that restrictions on export were imposed. There is now no reason to believe 
that the Removal of the embargo would result in forcing up prices in India 
either by the offer of high prices from abroad or by draining this countiy 
of supplies. The wofld-price of rice has since last year fallen so much that, 
although 1,000,000 (one million) tons have been allowed to be exported 
from Burma to foreign countries, only 103,180 (one hundred three thousand 

 ̂ and one hundred eighty) tons have up to date been exported. The reason 
is that the main rice-exporting countries in the world have now plenty of 
rice to spare. French Indo-China has had a good crop, and Siam has now 
resumed her place as an exporting countiy having had a favourable harvest,. 
while in addition it has recently been officially estimated that Japan, which 
usually has little or no rice to spare for export, will owing to bumper crop 
this year have no less than a 4,000,000 (four millions) tons surplus for 
export. I t  might be argued that in that case there is no need for India, which 
includes Burma, to give any rice supplies to the world. But there are ceiiain 
countries, such as Mauritius, Ceylon and others which prefer certain qualities 
of Indian rice to any oth6r, and the result of the restrictions on the export 
of these qualities will be to give up growing these qualities of rice for 
which he cannot get the superior price which these superior qualities of 
rice command. Both the trader in India and the agriculturist and 
the Indian consumer in foreign countries, such as Mauritius and 
Ceylon, will suffer from these restrictions, while there is no correspond
ing advantage to the consumer in India who is not accustomed to 
Consume these particular qualities. While restrictions last, it is impossible to  ̂
distinguish between all the many varieties of rice, and allow any particular 
kind to be exported without allowing other kinds to be exported also, and the 
only means of coping with the difliculty is to remove the embargo altogether. 
Similarly, with wheat—prices on the Continent and in the United Kingdom 
have fallen from 125#. per quarter *in October last to 75i. per quarter 
and even lower now. There are large supplies of wheat for export from 
Canada, America and*Austi*alia, while the internal wheat resources of most 
Continental countries and of the United Kingdom have been increased by the 
special measures of encouragement given to the local producer to put land 
under wheat. There is not the slightest ground for the apprehension that 
India will be called upon to give more than she can spare to the outside world.
Of the 400,000 (four hundred thousand) tons of Indian wheat released for 
export on Govemment account in October last only some 250,000 (twO‘ 
hundred and fifty thousand) tons have been purchased and sold to foreign 
countries.

(At this stage the Honourable the President resumed his seat.)

This may be taken as an indication of the probable demand for Indian: 
wheat.

There may be some false ideas as to the amount of food-stuffs which nor
mally do leave India. In normal times India proper takes a fair quantity of 
rice from Burma, and exports the better qualities of rice and wheat. For the 
fo u r  years ending .1912-13  the average exports of Burma rice to India were 
432 ,411  (four hundred and thirty-two thousand, four hundred and eleven) tons,.
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hut during the same years the net exports of food-stuffs from India proper, 
i.e., excluding Burma were as follows :— •
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. Year. Quantity in tons.

1909-10 . . . . 632,062

1910-11 . . . . 1,294,584

1911-12 . . . . 2,835,370

1912-13 . . . . 3,135,482
•

This year the Government of India have provisionally reserved over 1,000,000 
tons of Burnm rice for India, i.e., 567,589 tons more than the average imports 
of rice from Burma to India . . . .

The H onourable the PRESIDEN T: I  thought, when he began his 
Resolution, he had promised me that he would not talk about rice.

The H onourable S ardar  JOGENDRA SINGH : I  did so in a different 
way, Sir. The question now is limited only to exports of rice.

The H onourable the PRESID EN T: Order, order. I  have been out 
of the Council, but I  understood that he was discussing the question of export 
of Burma rice. Did we not deal with that question in this Council before ?

The H onourable S ahdar JOGENDRA SIN G H : I submit to your 
ruling. Sir, and I  leave it tliere. Since the question of rice has been niled out, 
I  will not say anything about it, and I will conclude.

I t  is not in the economic interests of the country to continue the embargo; 
there is no need for Indian wheat in foreign countries so there will be no export. 
The normal condition is that exports of food-stufPs are unrestricted, and the onus 
of proving that there is any need for an embargo should be on those who 
.assert that it is necessary, not on those who take up the position that it is 
unnecessary. If the embargo is removed on the export of wheat and rice, there 
is no need to retain restrictions on the export of any other food-grains, the 
-expxirt of which from India is normally so small as to be negligible.

The H onourable M r. SETHNA : Sir, before I  begin, may I request 
your ruling on a point of order. You ruled that no reference need be made 
to rice because of the Resolution on this subject having been before the House 
once before. The point of order is this. Suppose this Resolution passes, then 
are we to assume that Government are to take no action in regard to rice ?

The H onourable ih k  PRESIDEN T: M y point is this. I t  is a very 
simple one. If we-did discuss—I believe we did,—a Resolution dealing substan
tially in some respects with this subject, then a Resolution in so far as it deals 
with that subject, cannot be moved in the same Sessiofe, as it is quite 
-obvious that the whole includes the part. If I  were to allow a  revival of the



^scussion o n  a Resolution, which appeared under a different form, then in bo 
far as we have covered the ground, we should go over it again. I t  is a very- 
simple point, and I think it will appeal to the Council. I t  is difficult for me 
to apply that in individual cases, and if Honourable Members do not give effect 
to this ruling in general terms and in the spirit, it is impossible for me to 
intervene to stop every member wlio mentions rice and who indeed may 
well be in order. The main thing is, we should not re-discuss what we have 
already discussed. ,

The H onourable M r .  SETHNA : Thank you. Sir. I  will take care to be 
wiser.

I  rise to suppoit this Resolution and say a few words in that connection. I  
think the Honourable Sardar Jogendra Sangh is rendering a service both to the 
Government of India as also to the public of this country in bringing forward 
a discussion on this Resolution at the present stage.

And if the Government of India are now disposed to remove such restric
tion they will certainly welcome a mandate from the representatives of the 
public such as this Council is composed of. I am sure that the thinking 
public of this country will also welcome a discussion on the subject, because a 
time has been reached when perhaps this control might well be removed. 
Sir, the control of food-stuffs is something; new in the history of this country. 
There is no country in the world which suffers from drought and famine as 

-does India, and yet in its past history we do not know of restrictions on the 
€xpoit of food-grains having been introduced by Government at any stage. 
If  Government had done so during the war, it was because of the conditions 
that then arose. Our Allies who, even if they could grow cereals, were 
prevented from doing so on account of conditions prevailing, had to rely on 
those friendly countries which could give them food supplies, and India certainly 
was one of those countries. But, Sir, the position was this, that those Allies 
did not care to bargain, but were quite prepared to pay whatever price was 
demanded, with the result that prices in this country rose to such giddy 
heights that exports were on a much larger, a very much larger, scale 
than before and, worse still, the position of affairs helped the profiteers 
in their rapacity. The question now is. Sir, whether that condition now 
-continues? The Honouiuble Sardar Jogendra Singh has referred to the 
fact of 40,000 tons of wheat being released by Government, and I  think he 
mentioned that 230,000 tons were purchased and exported. If my inform
ation is con-ect, the purchases have been to the extent of 300,000 and 
perhaps shipment to the extent of 250,000 as he mentioned. But, Sir, what 
we have got to ascei*tain from this release is, whether the release of 400,000- 
tons has so appreciably raised the price of wheat in this country as to enable 
us to continue to control exports. I  contend. Sir, in the first place, that 
although 400,000 tons have been released, not more than 250,000 tons have been 
shipped, and I further contend that the purchase of these 250,000 tons has 
not helped prices to the extent that should be possible to the consumer. Then, 
Sir, it must be borne in mind that both the Government of the country and 
also the public are convinced of tlie necessity for removing the control which 
exists to-day. I  welcome the Resolution coming as it does just at the jjresent 
moment, because the crop is being reaped and the northern exports of *wheat 
are generally made in the months of April and May. If exports are made 
in April and May, purchases have to be made in regard to such expoii>s 

usome months in advance, and it is high time that they were made. If
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therefore Western countries desire to participate in the purchase of Indian 
wheat they must instnict their agents in this country to do so just now. 
But the exporting firms in this country are, and must’ be, in great 
Buspense, not knowing their position, or whether, if they make any 
forward contracts, Government will allow them to ship the quantities they 
desire to. Therefore, I say, Sir, the Resolution is most opportune coming 
as it does at the present moment.

Sir, only yesterday we received the Gazette of India in which we find 
from the departmental statistics that there is considerable improvement in 
the total acreage of this country. In the Report dated Calcutta, February 
the 8th, we find that the area reported in the first forecast for 19‘i0-21, made- 
in January, was 22,575,000 which has increased in a month'^s time to 
23,350,000, showing an increase of 775,000 acres. And I hope, Sir, that the- 
latter rains that we have had will also improve the yield per acre, all of which 
tends to the conviction that perhaps the time has arrived, as the Hon^ble- 
Mover has said, for considering the question of removing control. Again, 
Sir, I  would ask the House to bear in mind that this Resolution was moved 
by some one who possesses not only first-hand information and who, as I  
understand, owns several hundred acres himself, but also ctomes from a 
Province which is , the granary of India. For I understand that the area 
under cultivation in the Punjab is responsible for nearly one-third of the 23 i 
million acres of landfto which I have just ma^e a reference.

All things considered, therefore, Sir, I tafee it that this is the psychological 
moment for Government, as well as for thk public, to consider this matter, 
and I  do hope that this control, which was introduced as a war measure, will̂  
be admitted to need removal for the benefit of the country at large, and I con
tend, Sir, that the removal will go far to benefit the country. The Honourable- 
Sardar Sahib in the course of his speech gave us some very interesting figures^ 
figures, even the best that I have met, are never enteitaining, but there is one' 
figure which he quoted for which 1 need ask no excuse of the House for 
quoting again. I t  is this. He observed that if the total population of this 
country deprived ijiemselves to the extent of only y\'rth of a pound of 
food-stufPs per head, it would result in the saving of a quantity as large as one 
million and a half tons which would be available for export. I leave it to the 
House to imagine what this means, paiticularly at a time when the balance- 
of trade is against us and, if these exports were allowed, how greatly it would 
improve the position of India.

The H onouuable C olonel Sie UMAR HAYAT KHAN : Sir, after 
the able speech which has been delivered by my friend tlie Sirdar Sahib I  
think it is very difficult to add anything. All the Zamindars ought to be 
grateful to him. I, as a Zamindar, cannot but support the Resolution, and 
thank him on behalf of all th^ Zamindars. We in India, I  think, form the 
bulk of the population, and yet we are told that, though we form the bulk, 
we must be under the minority which does not cultivate the land. This has 
been the case for a very long time. I t  is not only that we suffer in this way, 
but we cannot sell our own produce or our own property. I t  is a curious 
thing. Suppose I had this thing, this bundle of papers qf my own, a man 
gives me Rs. 20, another offers Rs. 10, and I  am told*that I  must sell it 
for Rs. 10 and not for Rs. 20. If this was all the trouble, perhaps we would
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reubmit. But each comes heavier taxation on the land and this is l^eeause 
'we have not got a sufficient voice. All those men who have got money and 
not land, educate their sons, and they predominate everywhere. They are in 
the Councils, they are in the services, in fact they dictate to Government^ and 
because they are also agitators Government thinks it is rather difficult'to shut 
their mouths.

They know that the Zamindars are not going to agitate and so nobody 
listens to them. I think it is high time to stop their influence and that 
justice should be done to us. We have heard a lot about justice. Everybody 
gets justice who asks for it, except we poor people who do not get it. 
Apait from all this, unfortunately, we have been the prey of everybody. The 
lambardar, the zaildar, the patwari and various others (;ome and live on us. 
I f  we cannot sell our grain, and Government does not allow us to sell it for 
better prices—and low paid officials live on us - our lot becomes unbearable. 
Again, these bandohasts or settlements are in themselves an awful trouble. . . •

The HoNOUEABf.E THE PRESIDENT : We are not discussing the question 
^ f  settlement, but the question of export of food-grains, and the Honourable 
Mem1)er has already wandered at some length from the Resolution, and I hope 
he will now come close to it.

The H ono u r able  C oi.onel S ir  U M A R  H A Y A T  K H A N  : These are also 
the difficulties that bear heavily on us. If we were merely stopped fi*om 
exporting our grain we might bear up, but we have got other difficulties to 
co n ten d  with, and that is why I say, Sir, tliat we should get justice. Again, 
the produce" that we can get from a particular area sometimes forms a bare 
subsistence, and if an yth in g  further is imposed, really it is our stomach that 
is taxed, and ô it is taken out of the stomachs of the poor Zamindars. People 
who have not got land may earn Rs. 2 ,000 , but still would not pay a single 
pice to Government, but if we earn ten annas we must pay a tax on it. That 
is very unequal treatment. So, in conclusion, I would only say that I hope 
the Sardar Sahib will not follow the example of many other friends who, after 
talking the matter over with others, withdraw their motions. I would ask him 
to stick to his motion and let us see who are for the Zamindars, and who are 
for the money-lenders.

The H o n o u r able  B. N. SARMA : Sir, the Government welcome the
Resolution, for the simple reason that they are anxious to know wjjat the mind 
of the country is on this important question, and I hope it will be possible for 
the Legislative Assembly also to find some time to give us an expression of 
their opinion on this vital problem.

The Honourable Sardar Bahadur dwelt at some length upon elementary 
principles of free trade, and upon the violation of those principles by the 
Government in the mst in restricting the export of food-stuffs in the manner 
in which they have done. I have already, on a previous occasion, informed the 
House that the Government were only too anxious to remove the embargo at 
the earliest possible date, if they can only see their way to do it, and even now 
they are exploring all possibib'ties for adopting such a course. I looked ror 
fioiue light to be thrown on the subject by the Honourable Member who is speak
ing for the Zamindars in the Pun^b, but I  must confess that I have been dis
appointed. I  should have liked him to have told us what he expects would be the condition of the*food-supply in his Province, how many are the landholders 
in  his Province who bare sufiê  by reason of this embargo on export; who are
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Buffering now by reason of its continuance, whether he has got any reliable

- estimate, better than the one which the Government has, of the stocks of food 
supplies in the country which are rotting in the granaries because they are not 
expoited—I should have liked some information on that subject to enable the 
Government to come to some definite conclusion. But I suppose it was too 
much realW, because this is a matter on which only vague generalities are pos
sible, and I  was not surprised that Government could get no nearer to the 
Bolution after hearing the speech than before.

I would like to correct one misconception in the beginning, that the policy 
of the Government has been somehow hitting very hard the Zamindars in the 
Punjab and in other Provinces who are cultivators. I  do admit that a few of 
them would have made much larger profit from the surplus in their hands 
than they have been able* to do during the last two or three years, but that 
probably is, I  submit to the House, a very very negligible number, though 
very important from the point of the men affected, commanding men of in
fluence in the country who have got the ability to make themselves heard. I t  
was curious that in the Punjab, where the term Zamindars is applied to lalided' 
proprietors among whom are included what we call ryots in the Madras Presid
ency, out of a total of 3,951,000 there were only 317,588 majors—I am excluding 
minors and females—who paid a land revenue of Ks. 20 and more to the Govern
ment. Therefore, it is only one-tenth of these peasant proprietors or Zamindarg 
in the Punjab who paid a land revenue of Rs 20, and I should think it is not 
improbable, therefore, that the remaining number who would not have been 
in a position to export to any appreciable scale, could have suffered much, and 
I  have no figures to show of this number 317,538 Avhat the number is who ' 
really pay any considerable revenue, and who are likely to be in possession of 
la r^  surplus stoĉ ks, and must presumably have suffered by reason of this 
embargo, but I  venture to think that that number cannot be considerable, 
though the mere smallness of the number is not a point which the Govern
ment can afford to neglect. And have these properietors done so badly ? The

Sice of wheat on the 15th February 1914, before the war, was in Lyallpur 
B. 3-8-10. I t  was in the neighbourhood of Rs. 5-11-0 on the 15th February 
1921. I t  was between that period very much higher, somewhere nearer Rs. 6 

and more. Even as it is, the percentage increase is 60 per cent, over the

?re-war price, and I would ask the House as to whether the landholders in the 
unjab, who%ven now are able to make 60 per cent, more on their wheat 
produce than before the war, can be said to have been so cruelly hit by a* 

stupid Government which neglects the interests of the Zamindars, and whether 
it is not, on the other hand, frobable and possible for the poor men who may 
be classed among the consumers—consumers of the produce—to say that the- 
landholders are out for profiteering if they ask for more than 60 per cent, profit. 
Well, Sir, this is a question which has a wider bearing and wider issues, and 
I  shall try to approach it from that standpoint, and not from the standpoint as 
to whether a few people suffer by reason of what they may consider their fair 
and legitimate profits having been reduced in amount.

Owing to the famine of 1918-19, Government felt the wheat situation* 
was so difficult that they were obliged to import Australian wheat to the 
extent of 14*0,000 tons in 1909. Well, let us for a moiTpent forget the 
period prior to 1918-19. The import of wheat, I  suppose, is an indication 
that the Government felt that the stocks in this country were so unduly
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depleted, whatever m a y  have been the causes, that, instead of being an 
exporting country, we had to be an importing country. Well, I  neied not 
allude to the enormous death-rate during that period, I need not allude to the 
great suffering during that period owing to an insufficiency of the food- 
supply; it was phenomenal. Well, the Government, I  think, can take 
c r^ it  for a wise resolve when they said ‘ we will allow some time to elapse 
for the food-stocks to be replenished in the country so that we may be able to 
meet an adverse season, if such an adverse season has to be faced." In 1919-SiO 
there was a good season, and there was a production of ten million tons of 
wheat. Therefore, in September of last year, the Government, both in the 
interests of the agriculturist as well as in the general interest, examined the 
question and felt that something might be done to ascertain how the position 
stood, and whether there could be an export of 400,000 tons subject to the 
limitation of a price of Rs. 5-8 per maund in Lyallpur. There was an outcry. 
Well there will always be an outcry from interested quarters, whether from 
the Zamindars or from other people, but I think we shall have to steer our 
course clear between the opposing currents, without paying attention to any 
ignorant outcry whether it comes from one side or the other. The Government 
were exposed to the attack that they were selling the life-blood of the nation in 
order to retrieve their exchange position ; but the Government were not moved 
in the slightest degree by such an ignorant criticism, and felt that they were 
doing right in trying to see whether there were any surplus stocks which 
waited to be exported, and to give facilities for their export so long as the price 
of Rs. 5-8, which was more than 50 per cent, over the pre-war price, was not 
exceeded. I think it would have been foolish on the part of Government to

• permit, if possible, an increase in prices beyond 50 per cent, over what they were 
in pre-war times in order to allow export of any little stocks that might have 
been jx)ssibly exported'if there had been, no fixation of prices. Now, what 
was the result ? We could export only 250,000 tons. Does that indicate 
that there is such a surplus stock in the country as finds a difficulty in finding 
a market inside India and have to be exported outside India. To my mirid 
it looks as if the fact that the 400,000 tons were not readily forthcoming 
Bhowed one of two things, either that the men who were in possession of the 
Stocks thought that, when the embargo was removed, the prices would go up,, 
or that there is a little surplus beyond 400,000 or 500,000 tons. But let 
that pass. What is the situation with which the Government is confronted 
to-day ? The Honourable Mr. Sethna rightly said that we had an improve
m e n t of 300,000 odd acres over the crop estimates in January with regard to 
area. But may I point out that this is no real improvement, because the 
Indian States" figures have been subsequently added to it. But, howsoever 
that may be, we find now that there are 23 million acres under cultivation as 
against 81 last year, or a decrease of eight million acres. And this is the 
description of the crops :  ̂The prospects of the standing crop in the Punjab
are slightly below normal on iiTigated, much below normal on unirrigated land. 
There has been slight improvement owing to the rains, but still even in the 
imgated areas below normal, unirrigated much below normal."  ̂Central Pro
vinces, poor." ' Bombay, fair in irrigated parts, in other places withering or 
poor." Therefore, it cannot be said that the outturn can be very much larger 
than it was in 1918-19 when the area under wheat was 23,798,000, or slightly 
higher than the ayea according to the present forecast. I  hope our forecast 
will*prove disappoftiting in 3ie sense that we get a better outturn, but as things stand at present we cannot reasonaUy expect a very much better
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outturn than in 1918-19. The area is smaller and, if the facts are as 
stated, the total production will be about 74 millions, as it was then, as 
against 10 millions of last year. So there will be a deficit of 2*5 as 
against the wheat crop of last year, and of 1*7 millions as against an average

* during the last five years. What was the amount that was being exported? In the best year it was short of one million and a half. I t  varied, sometimes it 
was 1*2 or 1*3, sometimes 800,000 tons, and even lower. Therefore, the normal

• deficit of this year will be much larger than the normal export during previous
years. Well, it may be said that in one year which my Honourable friend 
quoted, if the figure is correct, there were six million tons of outturn, but 
there was a large export. Assuming it to be so, there is this difference. The 
exports of the previous year were very small and there are generally stocks 
of previous good years. Consequently, we can only take the position on the 
average of a certain period and not during that very year in which there is a 
deficiency of supply. •

Now, the second point worthy of observation is that the various outturns of 
crops have been considerably revised during previous years on a more accurate 
basis,-4ind consequently we can only go on the estimates of the last five 
years usefully in comparing the present, and we cannot go back for a compari
son to a period very anterior, wiien there were no proper statistical figures for 
parts of some Provinces and for large areas. Well, taking that, what do we 
find? We find that in 1015-lG the yield was 8*0 million tons of wheat.

In 1 9 1 6 - 1 7 ................................................... 10-2
1917-18 . . . . . .  9-9
1918-1 9 ................................................... 7*5
1919-20 . . . . . .  10*09 or an average of

9* ,̂ against which we expect 7*5. I wish that the pictm*e were a little more 
rosy and bright, that the Cxovernment may act as suggested. That is the reason 
why, although the Government are willing to examine the Question almost 
imtnediately and to accept the proposal to withdraw the embargo on 
exports as early as practicable, they cannot accept this Resolution which asks 
the Government to remove the embargo forthwith or immediately.

Now, it may be said that people living on wheat may live on rice or other
food crops. Some of the other food-stuffs may replace one another within
limits, so you cannot look only to the yield of a single crop in order to as- 
ceiiain the total deficiency of the food-supply. I  will not go into the rice 
question again, but here also we expect a deficiency accoi-ding to the latest 
estimates of 5*5 million tons as against last year. Honourable Members will 
realise that India proper has never had really any surplus of rice during 
the last six years, or even previously. What she was doing was this. She 
was getting inferior rice from Burma and exporting her superior rice. There
fore, fi*om the point of view of the food-supply of rice, India has never betein 
really more t ^ n  a self-supporting country. If, therefore, we have to preserve 
Burma rice for India, how can we ^ o p t«the suggestion of removing Ihe 
embargo on rice or emt^rk on ir;new experiment immediately*

With regard to the other food-staffB̂ the Honoumble Meirjber will find that Although there are no forecasts made in respect of barley, jowar, bsjri, maize and gxam̂ figures of productiou are given̂ and if he wfll only take the
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trouble to find them —he can find them in the statistics of crops published everj 
year. But to the deficiency of rainfall I need not allude at any great length, 
as it does not in any way considerably relieve the situation in dealing with 
th^ other crops.

, ^ ^ ‘The Honourable Mover put me some questions in the course of his speech 
and he was sorry that my answers on a former occasion were not vey convinxj- 
ing. He asked me as to whether I  could tell him what the agricultural 
income per head of the population is. He ^ vls evidently of opinion that the 
Curzonian figures of Rs. 30 per head still hold good, and that the Government 
darei  ̂ not throw any additional light on the subject. I may say that the 
question was gone into in 1914, and it was fpund that the agricultural income, 

‘ even at the prices ruling in 1911, was somewhere about Rs. 86, and accoi-d- 
ing to the present prices it will be much more, say 50 per cent, higher, but 
as Government feels its responsibility to be thoroughly accurate, it did not 
publish the figures about which it had some doubts, and 1 do not think I oan 
enlighten him fuither on that subject. The answer may be unconvincing^ 
but no one can answer that question accui-ately. A good deal depends on 
what may be included under the head agricultural income, e.p., milk and straw. 
These are things which are considered as agricultural produce by one set of 
persons and not by another. But Honourable Members will find that the 
agricultural produce is very much larger per *head than what the Honourable 
Mover imagines, and f'may, for his benetit, allude to a remark of the Punjab 
Government in its Administration Report for 1918-19 that the landholders 
in irrigated areas had crops estimated previously in ] 917-J 8 at 3̂ 3 crores, and 
in 1919 they had similar crops valued at 55 crores, and all this was without 
paying a single additional rupee to the general exchequer. So I wish there 
would be less talk about the Government imposing unnecessary burdens, and 
these figures are a sufficient refutation on behalf of Government to prove that 
the assessment, if any, is only perhaps too light.

Then it was asked, if you are going to serve him in this fashion what is the 
poor landholder to do, has he not to provide for his cattle; has he not to build 
his houses ? I  may tell the Honoui*able Member that the increase on the 
building materials has been only 27 per cent, as against 51 per cent, for food- 
stuiTs, or even 55 per cent., sometimes including cereals and ])ulses. Cattle are 
generally owned by cultivators, and if the farm servants are paid their 
wages in money there will be some gain. If  they are paid in kind, the 
cultivator does not lose anything at all, so the Government does not 
hit him as hard as is sometimes represented. But I do not wish that 
the Zamindars or the landed proprietors, here or elsewhere, should be 

, under the impression that the Government have any the least desire to 
minimise the profits of cultivation, or that they wish to tax them indi
rectly for the benefit of the other classes. I t  is far from their intention, and 
that is the reason why Government have taken particular care that no additional 
burdens are thrown upon the aOTicultuijal classes in respect of taxation this 
year. I think that is enough to prove the solicitude of the Government on 
their bAalf. I  am sure there is not much danger of land under food-crops 
going out of cultivation from under that head, because if you analyse the 
figures further, you will find that in respect of raw jute the increase has only 
been 18 per cent^ as against 50 to 60 per cent, for food-stuffs. Cotton has 
been falling considerably, and there is a general decline in prices, and 
oonsequentiy the maji who grows food-stuffs is not hit so hard as the others.
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Apart from that, it is not so easy to change one method of cultivation for 
another. Therefore, I  put the case for Government in this way. I  do not 
wish that the Government should be understood as fighting for a position of 
hostility to the Honourable Member. While they regret that they cannot 
accept his Resolution, which asks that they should remove the embargo on the 
export of food-stuffs immediately, I have already given an assurance more 
than once that the position will be examined and the embargo will be 
removed as early as practicable. The only reason why I have gone at 
such great length is to convince the members of this House that the 
Government have taken the only attitude that they could possibly take 
on this subject, in holding the scales evenly between the producer and* 
the consumer in India. They have to remember that the margin, at the 
best of times, is very very nan*ow. They have to remember that the prices of 
food-stuffs have gone enormously high; they have to remember that wages 
would take some time to adjust themselves. They have to remember that 
they had to face very heavy mortality in 1918-1919 ; and they had to remember 
that various parts of India are now in deep distress, Central Provinces, 
parts of Bombay, parts of Orissa, Madras and the United Provinces. Many 
are in relief works; many ere in test works; many are being gi*atuitously 
relieved. We have to remember these things and, therefore, I think nobody 
can say that the Government have been wrong in not taking any precipitate 
action. Gentlemen, even now the price of food-stuffs in outside countries 
is higher than what it is here, and consequently the removal of the embargo 
may lead to a sudden increase in prices. The Government have to be 
careful, at least for a few months, until they know where they are and what the 
future position is going to be. However, 1 need not labour the point, 
further. I hope this assurance that the question will be examined immedia
tely, and, if possible, steps t^aken, will satisfy the Honourable Member.

The H o n o u r able  S ir  M. DADABHOY : May I inquire from the'Honour- 
a.ble the Revenue Member if he can give us some indication of the time when he 
expects this embargo on food-gi-ains to be removed? We have heard his 
very interesting speech and he has said that the restriction will be removed at 
an early date. I would like him to give the Council some indication of the 
time when he thinks it will be possible.

The H okguhable  M r. B. N. SARMA: I cannot give any definite assurance 
but I  think that, as soon as the Executive Council is relieved of its present 
business and His Excellency the new Viceroy has assumed charge, it will be 
possible to have the position examined and a conclusion reached. Further than 
that, I am not in a position to say at persent.

The H onotjrable M r. FROOM : Sir, when I came to this Council 
to-day I did not intend to speak on this subject, because I thought 
that it would be only right to keep awa^ from it any commercial 

aspect. We do not want to profit over this question oi the removal of food-stuffs.
I  would rather hear the views of the other Honourable Members of this Council 
and the reply of the Honourable Member in charge of Revenue and Agriculture. 
But I  cannot help risijag to place before the Council one point which, if I  
may be allow^ to say so, I  think the Honourable Member ^  viewed from 
an entirely wrong standpoint. I will only take up the time of the Council 
on this one point. First of all, we all know and we have been told many
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times that the Government are anxious to get rid of this control. Then,
some six months a^o, the Government announced the release of 400,000
tons of wheat. Up to date only 250,000 have been shipped. From that
the Honourable Member adduces that either sellers are bolding back for 
higher prices or that there is not sufficient wheat to go abroad. I  do not 
think that is the lesson we should learn. The lesson we should learn is that 
there is no demand from Europe, and mv point is are you going to release 
this control over the export of food-stuffs when all the other countries are 
rushing to get it, or is not this the time to do so, when there is no demand ? 
This is the point for the Council to consider. There is no dei^and from 
European countries by reason of financial crises and financial stringency—I 
know that from the business with which I am concerned, so I can speak 
with authority on this point. Is not this the time to release the control 
which the Government is so anxious to get rid of ? I  contend that it is 
the time. I do not wish to discuss any other point.

The H o n o u r a ble  M r. LALUBHAI SAMALDAS : I  rise to support 
this Resolution moved by my friend the Honourable Sardar Jogendra Singh. 
We in this House will have full sympathy with what fell from our Honourable 
friend, Sir Umar Hayat Khan. He said that he wanted to see whether this 
House was for the agriculturists (or Zamindars as he called them) or for the 
money-lenders. I think we may assure him that we are all for the agricul
turists. Agriculture is the backbone of the country and, unless we improve 
the condition of the agriculturist, the country as a whole would go no further. 
I would have supported the Resolution on this ground only, but there are 
other grounds for my suppoit. The Honourable the Revenue Member tried 
to prove that the advantage of the higher prices would have gone only to 
affect only a very very few persons. I f  I remember the figures corr^ ly , 
he said that out of 3 millions and odd only 3 lakhs and odd men pay revenue 
assessment of more than Rs. 20, that is in the Punjab. I  will take the 
Punjab only. I was not able to catch the figures given by the Honourable 
Member, but he said that the assessment was light and he proved from 
figures quoted from the repoit of the Punjab Government in 1918-19 to 
show that the assessment was very light. I  will take it at 10 per cent. In
the Deccan we make it out to be 7 per cent. I t  varies a great deal, but I
will take 10 per cent, which .means that, if a many’s income was Rs. 200, he 
was paying Rs. 20. The figure of the assessment paid is not the figure to
be taken into considemtion, the figure of the actual income that has to be
considered. Now, if the prices had gone up, say instead of 60 per cent, as 
the Honourable Member puts it, prices had gone up to 75 or 80 per cent., 
he would hav^ got 250 instead of 200. After all an increase of Rs. 50 to 
a family man is not a matter of no importance. I t is quite enough to enable 
him either to buy cattle or to have a small house or to have a little more 
luxury. Is that a matter which could be easily brushed aside as the 
Honourable the ’’Revenue Member wanted to io ?  Then he tried to 
show that as only 250,000 tons of the 4 lakhs released could be purchased, 
there was very little spare stock demanding export. My Honourable friend 
Mr. Froom, said that, as there was no demand from the Continent, this was the 
time to remove the embargo on export. I put my case for the removal on 
other grounds. If the Honourable the Revenue Member thinks that there 
is not sufficient extra wheat in the country, if that is the inference that he 
wants us to d rw —that from the mere fact that out of 400,000 only 250,000 
can be got, it follows that there is no more wheat in stock, why all this
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insistence on control ? Why should the agriculturists not be allowed to act on 
principles of free trade. My Honourable friend the Member in charge of 
the Revenue and Agriculture Department said that the Honourable Mover 
had, in his opening remarks, referred to the principles and theory of political 
economy and free trade. I  do not see anything wrong in doing so. There 
are occasions when we must go back to the basic principles of political 
economy. Why should not the principle of free trade prevail and agricul
turists be allows to get the best price for their produce, and why should Gov- 
ernment^practically force them to sell at a lower controlled price ? I  am not 
making any charge against Government. I  quite sympathise with the 
Honourable the Revenue Member in his anger, because Government has so 
often been abused that Government Members are sometimes justified in being 
angry when Government is abused within this Hall. What he ŝays is 
we wanted to release 400,000 tons and we are accused of doing it to help the 
exchange. Well, whatever their motive was, they did it, and now that 
they have done it, they do not want to release any more. They do not want 
to give up the control. I ask the Honourable Member if he is not incon
sistent in his arguments when he says there are no stocks and then says we 
still want control. If there are no stocks, why not allow freedom to the 
agricidturists ? Statistics, Sir, can be used by both parties to serve their own 
purpose.

The Honourable Mover said that when the total produce was 6 millions 
we were able to export one million. The Honourable the Revenue Member 
says there must be more accumulated stocks of the previous years or the figures 
are taken of times when statistics were not correctly kept. But may I ask 
one more question? When the crop, as my learned friend Sardar Jogendra 
Singh Bahadur said, was 6 millions, millions were expoiied. I believe, Sir, 
that on another occasion when it was about 7 millions, more than one million 
tons was exported. My Honourable friend says this year there has been a 
decrease in the acreage of 8 millions acres and he says that the net deficit 
will be 2’7 million tons. He says, how can we export? May I ask, is it in 
the interests of the consumer in India that this control is kept or is it in the 
interests of other parties ? Let us be clear about it. If it is in the interests 
of the consumer in India, why is there any wheat export even under control ? 
Let all export be barred, that will mean something, and then we can very 
well understand that the Government is taking the action for the consumer. 
Here, the consumer is not benefited. The producer loses, the money goes to 
the middlemen, and that is why I protest against it and support this 
Resolution.

The H on o u r able  M r . E. J. HOLBERTON : Sir̂  like the Honourable 
Mr. Froom 1 had no intention to take part in this debate, but it seems to me, 
if I  may say so, that we have wandered off to so many side channels that, in 
the hope of bringing the debate to a conclusion at an early moment, I  have 
ventured to speak a word.

I t seems to me that the question of control, and control alone, is the one 
which we are discussing. The differences or difficulties of classes of the popu
lation are not concerned here. Control was unknown with reference to the 
fdod-crops of India before the war. I t  came to us as a war necessity. I t  
remained afterwai-ds as a temporary necessity, but only for *6ne reason.
60 far as I have ever been miormed byany responsible Government officer, it
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-was retained for the protection of the people. These was no question of 
Assisting the markets or the merchants or the cultivators as sellers or barterers 
of food-stuffs. I t  was merely a question of conserving a sufficiency of food
stuffs in the country and building up the resources which had been depleted. 
I t  seems to me that at the present moment everything points to there being 
a sufficiency. Allotments which have been allowed for export for various 
provinces—I do not dare to mention the names of the food-stuffg concerned 
for I  shall be ruled out of order —the various allotments have not been taken 
up largely for reasons which have been given by the Honourable Mr. Froom. 
The position now is that there is plenty of food-stuffs in the countrv and there 
is no disposition for an undue portion of it to be taken away. Now is the 
time for the Government to come out and talce its couiuge in both hands 
and decide to revert to the state of affairs in which India has lived for 
centuries, namely, freedom of export of food-stuffs.

The H on o u r able  D iw an  BAHADUJi RAMABHADRA NAIDU ; Sir, I  do 
not like that this Resolution must go without a support from the Madras Members. 
The Punjab difficulties which my Honourable friend Sir Umar Hayat Khan has 
so bluntly described as appei-taiiis to a soldier, are equally applicable to the 
Madms Presidency also. You know that under the Madras Estates Land 
Act, though the tenants do not pay the histy the^ zemindar is obliged to pay 
his peishJcush in time to Government. He is obliged to borrow at rates of 
interest ranging from 12 to 18 j)er cent., while the ryot can pay at the end of 
the fa d i  at six per cent. The zemindar and the mirasidar, to pay off the 
Government dues, have to sell their food-grains at a low price. They are 
put to a great loss in order to satisfy the Government dues. The loss is 
terrible. We have vast areas like the Periyar tract where large quantities of 
food-stuffs are being grown. The mirasidars are put to the greatest difficulty. 
They are not able te sell at a profitable i*ate. They are obliged to sell at a 
low price. If this embargo on food-grains is not taken away, I do agree 
with the Honourable Mover and other friends that our community, high 
and low, will be put to the greatest loss.

The H o n o u r able  S a r d a r  JOGENDRA SING H: Sir, I wished to begin 
with a quotation, but my Honourable friend Mr. Sastri took exception only a 
little while ago to the Honourable Sir  William Vincent making use of ohe. 
The Honourable Mr. Sastri thought that the introduction of light matter 
was not befitting the seriousness which should be observed in this House. 
Personally, I think we ought to have some laughter. We Indians respect 
philosophy, and I am sure when I refer the Honourable Members to Bergson^s 
La Reri,, they will admit that laughter too has its uses. Most of the 
Members, I feel, are ready for lunch and I have no desire to detain them a 
moment longer in discussing matters which have been fairly well discussed 
hy Messrs. Froom, Sarma, Holberton and others.

I  think the Honourable the Revenue Member himself is not prepared to vote 
for this Resolution, because as he pointed out in reply to a question by Sir 
M. B. Dadabhoy, that he expected to discuss the question as soon as the 
new Viceroy arrived. I  think an expression of opinion by this House 
would greatly strengthen his hands in putting this matter before the Viceroy 
when the time afHses, which is going to arise at no remote date. So I am 
qaii« snre that an expression of opinion in this matter by this House would 
strengthen his hands. He is not really opposing the R ^lution. He only
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formed his own convictions in this matter in early days, and these opinions he 
cannot get rid of.

The Honom-able Mr. Lalubhai Samaldas pointed out to the Revenue 
Member that in the Punjab, the number of people who paid revenue* 
above Rs. 20 a year, was very small, but that did not affect the case. 
The Revenue Member ignored the fact that the people who paid Rs. 20 a year 
were very large and that they in any case have to sell each of them Rs. 20 
worth of gi*ain every year, and if he would only multiply the figures 
he would find that several hundred thousand tons of wheat have to be
sold by these small growers. The Honoumble Member based his conclu
sions on statistics which, as the Honourable Mr. Lalubhai Samaldas 
pointed out, you can twist one way or the other. '' My attention was 
drawn, the other day, to an article in the London Times where Mr. Drew,, 
in a letter which he addresses on the question of wheat, said that 
oflScial statistics are absolutely of no value. If they can be so in England 
which is a small country, so far as agriculture is concerned, the figures 
in India, in any case, cannot be very much depended upon. In England 
they have made a mess of wheat control as many articles appearing in
the London Times point out. I was going to read quotations, but I
must not exhaust the patience of the Honourable Members.

But I repeat that these artificial controls cannot be really enforced* 
You may talk about them, think about them, but when it comes to 
carrying them out, it is impossible to carry them out, because the factors 
which rule the level of prices are not within the control of any 
Government anywhere. ,

The armments adduced by the Revenue Member about the prices of food 
cannot hold. I  do not know how he would fare if he went to-morrow to  
Calcutta or Bombay where the mill-owners are working at a tremendous 
margin of profit, and tried to regulate prices. He would find that the objections 
raised would be stronger than those which have been raised against the control 
of food.

Then, again, he remarked that if there had been no control, pnly a few 
people would have made profits. I do not know how he makes that out. All 
those who grow wheat, rice and other crops, will share in the profits to the 
extent that they bring their produce to the markets. You may say that the 
profits of the larger growers would be larger, but the profits of the smaller 
growers would be there.

Then, again, talking of the increased profits from the food crops, he said 
that the prices in any case are now 60 per cent, higher than they were before the- 
war. Well, he did not take into account that the cost of production was nearly 
800 per cent., which is higher than it was before the war. He tried to deal witn 
the matter very mildly. He said that the bullocks and the cows belonged to 
the agriculturists. Well the bullocks and the cows certainly belong to him ; 
80 does the land belong to him. But do not the bullocfks and the cows and 
thie land represent capital ? I think if you were to conluder th% capital that is 
invested in Jand, you will find that the agricultanst makes the smallest pos
sible prpfit on the capital which he has put into the land of any other person 
in the world. '
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Then, again, the Revenue Member alluded to the larger death rate in a 
certain year. Well, it is an alarming thing, if you come to think of the larger 
death rate, but he did not sw  that it was due to influenza. I  have never seen 
so far an admission by any Honourable Member that the death rate has been 
due to the want of food, and I should very much like to know how the 
Revenue Member arrived at the conclusion that in the year he mentioned, I 
forget which year, the death rate was alarmiogly high because food was scarce. 
I  hope he will clear up that point when he speaks on this subject again.

The argument that last year only 250,000 tons of wheat were expoi-ted 
has been very clearly dealt with by the Honourable Mr. Froom.*

There is hardly anything more to say, because I feel that the Council is 
with me and I am bound to win. If the Council passes this Resolution it will 
cei*tainly strengthen the hands of the Revenue Member. I t  needs courage 
you know to remove the embargo, and I think he ought to take his courage 
in both hands now and remove this control on the expoi-t of food-gmins, be
cause he will have to do it sooner or later. Why delay it, when public opinion 
favours the removal ?

The H onotjrable Mb. B. N. SARMA : Sir, the point mentioned by the 
Honourable Mr. Froom did not escape my attention, and I think did not 
escape the attention of the Government of India, that inasmuch as there is 
not much demand at present from the outside world for Indian wheat the 
present may be a convenient time for removing the embargo. What may 
perhaps be said is that, if there is so very little demand for Indian wheat 
from outside, no very great injustice is being perpetrated upon the landholder 
if the embargo is not forthwith removed. But that is another point. The 
real question which the Government had to consider was as to whether these 
fluctuations in prices in the outside markets are not merely temporary in 
character, (although a downward tendency may be perceived), by reason of the 
absolute dislocation of the Continental trade markets and the abnormal 
position of the exchange. I t is absolutely difficult to know' what 65 shillings 
would mean. If the exchange is Ij?. 8^. and odd, as it is now, you can pay 
a much larger price in India than if it were 2 shillings or Is, Hr/. similarly 
with freight. Then, when the Continental demand is brisk, if there should 
be a large export of food-stuffs from this country at a time when there is no 
real surplus in the country, the danger would be that, when we are faced with 
a slack season, the Indian prices would go up so phenomenally high so that 
the poor people who already have to pay 60 per cent, more than the pre-war 
prices would be hard hit. That is a consideration which we had to bear in 
mind, but I want to say it was. not a decisive consideration . . . .

- The H onourable  M r . A. H . FROOM : M y  point was this. Sir, that 
the Government had announced times without number that they are going 
to withdraw this control, and I was not looking to the future. I t would be 
very much better for them to withdraw it now than when the demand from 
Continental countries begins . . . .

The H o n o u r able  th e  PRESIDENT: The Honourable Member must 
not argue. He must make a simple statement of what he said.

The HoNOiJRABLE M e . B. N. SARMA: We have pledged ourselves not 
to allow any exports until the 31st of March, so the removal of the embargo 
forthwith is out of the question. I was only tr̂ n̂g to m«et the position that
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the present may be a Tery convenient opportunity and hence our doubts m 
that respect. .

Then there was one pertinent question which was put to me, as to whether 
I  am prepared to say that the death rate in 1918-19 was due to lack of food- 
.fiupply. Every one is aware that it was due mainly to influenza. You cannot 
differentiate between the death rate which was due to influenza, the enfeebled 
body not being able to meet the ravages of the epidemic and death rate due 
to other causes, but I think it is common knowledge that an enfeebled system 
would not be able to stand the ravages of an epidemic to the same extent as 
perhaps a virile, strong system, speaking in the aggregate and f©r vast popula
tions, and here comes the relevancy of the pinching process argument which was 
referred to by the Honourable Mover. Before we can adopt the suggestion of 
the Honourable Mover, we have to consider whether Government can permit 
at this time of high prices the pinching process to be carried on any further, 
but he thought that perhaps the time had come when we could do so,
 ̂ Then with regard to the inaccuracy of statistics, generally, that is a matter, 
I  think, I  need not refer to. I may however point out to him that in 1908-09, 
the expoits were 2,100,000 cwts.; it was only in later years that they were one 
million tons and more. Consequently we cannot draw any deduction from 
that. The outflow of wheat from this country depends largely upon the 
demand from abroad, and the capacity of India to consume or to pinch herself 
a little for the purpose of exporting it. I think therefore Gov-ernment have 
shown adequate reason for not agreeing to remove the embargo forthwith. If 
the Honoumble Member is willing to accept as an amendment in the Resolution 
the inseition of the words  ̂as early as may be practicable or at a very early 
d a t e I  have not the slightest objection to accept the Resolution.

The H onoueable the PR ESID EN T: I must really point out to the 
Honourable Member that it is not for him to accept a Resolution, but it is for 
the Council to do so. Moreover, if at the last moment the Honourable Member 
rises in reply after the Member has spoken and then proposes what is in 
substance an amendment, I shall have to re-open the whole debate for every 
Member will have a right to speak on it, I must request the Honourable Mem
ber not to do it.

The H onoukable  Mh. B. N. SARMA : Then I would drop it. I have 
already said what the intentions of Government are, and they will be only too 
glad to know what the wishes of this House are in regard to this Resolution. 
As far as Government is concerned, they cannot accept the Resolution, in the 
terms in which it stands.

Tho H o n o u r a b le  M r . E. J. HOLBERTON : Sir, am I  in oi-der in 
asking the Honourable Member to explain what he means by saying that 
Government have already made up their minds ?

The H o n o u r able  the  PR ESID EN T: The Honourable Member would 
not be in order. _

The H on o u r able  the  PRESIDENT : The question is that the following 
Resolution, v iz :—

‘ This Connell recommendi to the Governor General in Council that all reitriotioni on 
«x^rt of food-graini from India be removed forthwith ’
be accepted. ' • ^

The motion was adopted.
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The Council then adjourned for Lunch.

The Council re-assembled after Lunch witn the Presidetit in the
Chair.

RESOLUTION RE  ADVISORY BOARD FOR HIGH 
COMMISSIONER.

8 P . M .  The H onourablpj M r . G. S. KHAPARDE :  Sir, the Reso
lution which I wish to move reads as follows ;— ^

‘ This Council recommends to the Governor General in Council that the High Commis- 
jsioner for India in London bo provided with an Advisory Board of six members» not loss 
than four of whom shall be Indians.’

This subject has a short history of its own, and I have been connected 
with it one way or the other almost from the beginning. In September 1918 
in the Simla Session I moved a Resolution for the appointment of a High 
•Commissioner in London. That Resolution was opposed by Sir Fazulbhoy 
Currimbhoy and also by the Honourable Sir George Barnes, and it fell 
through. But apparently the idea underlying it was good and Lord 
Crewe's committee adopted ic. And then we went to London in a 
deputation all of us and the moderate party went to the India Office and 
they also adopted the idea and put it forward in their memoi'andum. 
Then the Joint Committee of the House of Commons and the House 
of Lords accepted the idea, and it got embodied ii| section 35 of 
Ihe Government of India Act. On that His Most Gracious Majesty 
issued what is called a Council Order and on that Council Order the Govern
ment of India issued a Communique and appointed Sir William Meyer as the 
firet High Commissioner for India in London. Then, to bring the history 
up to date, on the l4th of February the Honourable Maharaja Manindra 
Chandi-a Nandi put a question about the establishment, as to how many offices 
would be for Indians, and that brings the history up to date. So this 
Appointment has been made now. Originally I proposed to give this High 
Commissioner something like eight departments. I proposed them and they 
Are in my speech made then—it is not necessary to recount them here. And it 
was then pointed out that the business would be very burdensome and hO on. 
Now it has succeeded to this extent that the Students^ Department, the Stores 
Department, accounts connected with the Stores and the Tiude Commis- 
fiioner̂ ’s Department, all these have been now made over to this High Commis
sioner in London. And the present Resolution proposes that to this High 
Commissioner we should give an Advisory Board of six gentlemen, four of 
whom will be Indians. The point to notice and the point which I wish to 
emphasise is, that we have got the men. Naturally, the tirst question would 
be, are there six Indians in London or four Indians in London who would be 
able to serve ? I  submit there are. I know them personally—there are a 
large number of our people who are practically settled in London. One of my 
friends has been practising as a Barrister for the last ten years. Another has 
been pi-actising there for the last sixteen years. Then there are two merchants, 
then there are two doctors. Then there are a certain number of pensioners 
who, having retired from the army, etc., have settled in England. So they 
are like a small polony of Indians, and it will be easy to get four gentlemen out 
of them. The Question of finance in these ^ y s  is rather important and thqr 
always ask whether this will cost anything. I  subunit in the beginning
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these duties may be honorary and these gentlemen will be very glad 
as I know from a conversation which I had with them when I was there 
last, to go to the office of the High Commissioner once or twice a week, 
and give their opinion on such matters as he may require. So that there
will be no difficulty so far as cost is concerned and money matters need
not enter into the question. They further think that there will be some
saving now because of the creation of this new office since a good deal
of business that was done in the India Office will be transferred to the 
High Commissioner, as the calculations go of all the committees that have* 
been there, and this saving could be utilised for this Advisory Board if it 
should at all become necessary to spend money on it. But for the present 
I  do not think it will be necessary to spend any money on it. So that the point 
of finance may be dispensed with.

Then they want to know why I wish them to be Indians. That also has a little 
history of its own. One is that in the beginning, when I moved my Resolution 
at Simla, I said that they should be Indians and, if possible, the High Commis
sioner also should be an Indian, for this reason that the colonies maintain a 
High Commissioner in London. Sometimes he is called.a High Commissioner, 
sometimes he is called an Agent (leneral, sometimes he is called the Resident 
Minister. The Resident Minister is the more favourite name, and Agent 
Genei-al was apt, as I said last year, to get converted into being painted as a 
genei*al agent, which was derogatory to the position of the High Commissioner. 
So, there is the precedent of all the colonies that maintain a High Commis
sioner in London, who general 1}̂ appoint a colonial to. that place. Secondly, 
they also tiy and man his office, as far as possible, with colonials. The 
obvious advantage of this is that the High Commissioner's office 
and the High Commissioner himself is in constant contact—in live 
contact—with the colony itself and looks after the interests of that 
colony more. So that he becomes a sort of a living link between the colony 
and the central country or the chief niling country, or mother country as 
they call it. India should also have a similar connection, and indeed it is 
desirable also that we should have as many Indians as we can have in London. 
I  think I have told the story before, how in the part of London where I lived 
in 1908 there were something like 20,000 (lermans settled, and these Germans 
were more or less about the German High Commissioner and their Embassies, 
and so forth, and I found that they could get their business done much earlier 
than I could. I had to go to the India Office and was referred from one 
department to another, and I had a great deal of trouble, whereas these people 
simply went to the Embassy and had the thing done at once. We should 
have similar facilities, and I think our connection with England is closer than 
the connection of Germany or any other country except the colonies. So, 
just as the self-governing colonies have their own office, we should have a 
person there with his office, manned, as far as possible, by Indians. That 
would establish a link between the different parts of the Empire and contri
bute, I believe, to the solidarity of the Empire. So that is the point. Then 
they ask : why do I want a Council, why do I want to give him an Advisory 
Board? For this reason : that out of the eight departments which I  originally 
intended to make over to him, four or three and a half have already been given 
to him. Those de^rtments are the Stores Department, tha Stuaents D ^ r t -  
ment, the Department of Accounts connected with the Stores and the Trade 
Commissioner's Department. Now these four departments each inyolve some'
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amount of outside advice, especially the Students' Department* I proposed a 
Resolution last Simla Session under circumstances which need not be detailed 
now. From what I could gather, if it had not been for political portents, as I  
call them, my Resolution about students would have met with a favourable recep
tion. From what I could gather at the time the political portents, as I call them, 
it would appear that ray Resolution about students would have met with a favour
able response, and it was found that it was necessary in the case of students to " 
have somebody who would have constant contact with the btudents and with 
whom the students would be in constant contact, and that the last Sti\dents^ 
Department, which has now disappeared, was not in constant contact, and was 
not, therefore, popular with our students that were in England. To restore 
this, it will be said that the Students^ Department has been now made over to 
the High Commissioner, and Sir William Meyer, whom I have the honour to 
know, is a very nice gentleman and a very friendly person, and veiy likely is more 
in contact with the students than the previous persons were. That may be, 
and I have no objection whatsoever, but still I do wish that we should follow 
the example of the Colonies. They maintain a High Commissioner, and we 
should, as far as possible. Indianise the office, and in course of time th« High 
Commissioner should himself be an Indian. We have got plenty of Indians 
with the requisite intelligence and knowledge and ability to carr^' on those 
duties, and it is not understood, therefore, and there is no reason, at any rate, 
why an Indianjiliould not be there in the position of High Commissioner . .

The H onourable the PRESIDENT : I merely point out that the question* 
before the Council is not whether the High Commissioner is to be an Indian, 
but whether he should have an Advisory Board of six members.

The H o n o u r a b le  M r . G. S. KHAPARDE : I was explaining that my idea

S>es so far, but at present my proposal is modest enough, that in the Advisory 
oard there sliould be four Indians at least. I t  is a moderate kind of proposal 
that I have put forward, as I wanted to say. If there is any doubt about that 

matter I shall read out one small sentence out of the representation that was 
then submitted by the moderate deputation. I t  is at page 124 :  ̂We hope
that suitable Indians will be appointed to this new office . . . .

The H onourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. I am not quarrelling 
with the Honoui-able Member^s desire that an Indian or anybody else should be 
appointed High Commissioner. I merely point out to him that it is irrele
vant to the present Resolution. If he aesires to move that the High Com
missioner shoidd be an Indian, it is open to him to do so, but it is not open to 
him to stray from the present Resolution in the manner in which he is doing.

The HoNouRABTiE Mr. G. S. KHAPARDE ; I omit that portion as to an 
Indian being the High Commissioner. ‘ We suggest that the High Commissioner 
should Be assisted by an Advisory Board or Committee of which not less than one- 
half 6f the Members should be Indians.^ That was their recommendation.
I  have modified it, that out of six, four should be Indians. That is in view of 
the altered circumstances now, and I believe that even*"that deputation would 
agree with me in that modification. One of them was the gentleman who 
sits opposite to me, the Honoui-able Mr. Sastri ; another was Mr. Samarth, 
who is in the other House, Mr. (now Sir) Surendranath Bannerjee, who has now 
become a Minister ; Mr. Chintamani, another Minister now—all these gentle
men, they are iifBuential people I mean to say and their opinion counts.

The special point that is of interest with regard to this question is that 
these four gentlemen will be in constant contact with the students, and wê
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have heard veiy many complaints from the students themselves. When I  was 
personally in England they came and saw me and told me a number of things 
and I believed them ; I  might be right or wrong—I believed I was right in 
doing it then—those complaints would be remedied, and those complaints 
being removed, there will be some opening for Indians who have dreadv 
settled down in England, and there will be some sort of a little colony which 
will be very useful as a connecting link between England and India.

I  believe all the proposals that I have made are more or less suppoiied by 
precedent as can be seen from the histories of the self-governing colonies. 
So I need not labour that point fui-ther.

With these few words I place the Resolution before this Honourable 
Council.

The H o n o u iia b le  M r . SHAFI : Sir, in dealing with the Resolution
moved by my Honourable Friend, it is unnecessary for me to trouble the 
House with a lengthy speech. A reference to paragraph 5 of the Communique 
issued fcy the Government of India in the Department of Commerce on the 
î Oth September last, to which my Honourable Friend has alreiidy referred, will 
make it clear to Honourable Members that the Stores Department of the 
India Office and the Accounts Section connected therewith and the 
Indian Students^ Branch have been transferred to the control of the 
High Commissioner. He is also to supervise the work of the Indian 
T r^ e  Commissioner already located in the City. Now the Government 
of India are of opinion that the appointment of an Advisory Committee 
to the High Commissioner in the Stores Department is, in the highest degree, 
undesirable. I feel sure Honourable Members will agree with me that this is 
one of those cases in which the responsibility should remain undivided, and 
should rest entirely on the shoulders of the High Commissioner. Indeed, any 
•departure from this principle is likely to be prejudicial to the interests of India,

The case of the Indian Students' Department is, however, somewhat dif
ferent. Honourable Members may be aware that the Government of India 
have in this country already recognised the utility of Advisory Committees in 
matters educational. In the Provinces, Selection Boards have been appointed 
to assist Local Governments in the selection of suitable candidates for our 
Educational Service. Here, in the Government of India, a Centml Educa
tional Advisory Board has been organised in order to advise the Central 
Government on such matters as may be referred to them by the Member in 
charge of Education. Following that principle, the Government of India are 
prepared to accept the principle of the Resolution moved by my Honoui*able 
Friend so far as the Indian Students^ Department under the control of the 
High Commissioner is concerned. I  am sure my Honoumble Friend himself 
will recognise that the question of the constitution of this Advisory Committee 
is a matter which must be settled subsequently in consultation with the High 
Commissioner for India. But I am prepared, on behalf of the Government of 
India; to accept the principle of an Indian majority in the membership of this 
Advisory Committee, and assure my Honoumble friend that early action will be 
taken on these lines. I  hope that my Honourable friend will be satisfied with 
this assurance and will withdraw his Resolution.

The Honoueable Mr. LALUBHAI SAM ALDAS : One word, Sir. I 
want to speak on only one branch of this Resolution and that is about the
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Students^ Advisory Board. I  am thankful to the Honourable Mr. Shafi for 
having given us a promise that Government are prepared to consult Sir 
William Meyer and to appoint a Committee, more than half of whom 
would be Indians. We have provincial Advisory Boards in all the provinces 
and we find that they are very useful. I think it will be an advantage if we 
have an Advisory Board in London to help boys who go to England from this 
country. I  hope that, after the assumnce given by my Honourable friend 
Mr. Shall, the Honourable Mr. Khaparde will see his way to withdraw his 
_Resolution. .

The H o n o u ea blb  M r. G. S. KIJAPARDE : I am glad, Sir, that so far 
as the students go, my proposal has commended itself to the Honourable 
Member for Education.

As to the purchase of stores and the Trade Commissioner, I endeavoured 
last year to see what the report of this official was like and what work he 
did, but, unfortunately, I  could not get a copy of his report.

As the purchase of stores, this involves an expenditure of something like 
4 million pounds every year, and if an Indian were associated with this work 
he would be able to say such and such articles are now produced in India and 
they are easily procurable, and so on, and this would be helpful. My proposal 
does not divide responsibility because an Advisory Council does not mean a 
Council whose opinion is to override the opinion of the High Commissioner. 
An Advisory Council only means that the Council meets and advises the 
High Commissioner, and, if he does not agree with them, nobody can call 
him to account. Therefore, it does not divide responsibility, as has beeni 
supposed. •

Under these circumstances, I gi’atefully accept the Advisory Board, so far 
as it goes for the Indian students, and the rest of the Resolution will depend 
upon what the Council thinks about the matter.

The H onourable  M r . S H A F I: Sir, I should like to invite the attention 
of the House to the exact wording of the Press Communique to which I 
have already refened. So far as the work of the High Commissioner in 
connection with the Indian Trade Commissioner is concerned, the words are 
these:

* He will also supervise the work of the iD dian  Ti*ade Commissioner already located 
in the city.* '

I could have well understood a proposal. to give an Advisory Committee 
to the Indian Trade Commissioner, but, I confess, I cannot understand any 
reason for giving an Advisory Committee to an officer who is merely 
supervise the work of that officer. The proposal would be entirely unneces
sary and undesiiuble. «

The H onotjrable the PRESIDENT : The question is that the following 
Resolution be accepted:

‘ This Council recommends to the Goyei nor General in Council that the Hiĝ h Commis* 
flioner for India in London bp provided with an Advisory Board of six members, not le«s thaa 
four of whom shall be Indians.*

The motion was negatived.
The H onourable  M r. G. S. KHAPARDE ; I ask for a division.
The H onouAa ble  D ew a n  B a h a d u r  V. RAMABADHRA NAIDU ; Is 

it not possible to divide the Resolution into two parts ?
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The H onourable THE PRESIDEN T: The Honourable Member shotild 
iiave raised that point at an earlier ^tage. In  any event there are not two 
parts to this Resolution.

The Resolution was again rejected.
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RESOLUTION R E  LEAVE TO MEMBERS OF THE PROVINCIAL
SERVICES.

The H o n o u ea blk  S a r d a r  JOGENDRA SINGH ; Sir, I  beg to move the 
following Resolution :—

‘ This Council recommends to the Governor General in Council—
(а) that the new leave niles undsr which the members of the Provincial Services in

India can be granted furlough on average salary only if the leave is spent out 
of India or Ceylon, or is obtained on medical certificate be amended, and the 
members of these sei*vice  ̂ be allowed to take furlough on avemge salary even 
though the leave is spent in India ;

(б) that the leave rules contained in paragi'aph 271 of the Civil Service Regulations
under which the members of the Provincial Judicial Services throughout India 
can obtain privilege leave on half pay, be so amended as to allow these officers 
to obtain privilege leave on full pay for 15 days in a year instead of privilege 
leave for a month on half pay.’

The matter is really very simple and does not need a long speech to 
•explain, and, if the Honoui-able the Home ^lember accepts the arrangement 
that I  propose, I  need say very little about it. I am confident that the 
Council will support me in this matter realising the very hard and patient 
work which our judicial officers have to perform in outside places. Those of us 
in the districts who have seen them at work, sitting from 10 o'clock in the 
morning sometimes till 6 o'clock in the evening, listening to evidence and 
writing judgments, can realise how necessary it is for th(im to have some 
relaxation and some long intervals when they can have the necessary rest and 
the means of recuperating their health. The foundations of British rule in India 
rest on even-handed justice, and this justice is administered for the millions by 
these officers belonging to the Subordinate Judicial Service, and I think it is 
most desirable that we should do all that we can to make their lives as happy 
and as comfeitable as we cxin under the circumstances. Sir William Vincent, 
I  think, this morning paid a high compliment to the work done by our 
Magistrates and Judges in all parts of India, and I think this Council will 
endorse it that the work done and the efficiency and the standard pf justice 
reached by these officers is really very high.
' In consideration of the work that they do, I think it should not be 
difficult for Government to remove the distinctions between" European and 
Indian* Services regarfing leave rules that now exist and allow them to spend 
their furlough in India. Most of the Indians wlio are orthodox,—and many 
orthodox Indians ai*e in judicial service,—cannot go out of India. They could only 
go to a hill-station in Kashmir or some other place for rest, and hill-stations 
too are no less expensive in these days. Indian officers CAn get leave on 
medical certificate under the present rules, but why should we compel them to 
go on leave only when their health breaks down ? I  think they would serve 
the Government much better, and Government will find them more efficient 
and strong if the leave rules permitted their taking leave before they com
pletely broke down. The first part of the Resolution, therefore, which 1 have



ihe  honour to place before the Coiincil  ̂ submits that judicial o£Scers may be 
allowed to take their furlough iu India instead of going to Ceylon or outside 
India. The new rules which have recently been issued are very generous in^ 
the matter of leave and furlough, and 1 think the Honourable the Home" 
Member will agree with me and will extend the benefit of these rules to these 
hard-worked officers and place them on the same footing as members of the 
European services.

Now the second part of my Resolution deals with privilege leave. Provin- 
•cial service men get only half pay if they take privilege leave, and one month^s 
privilege leave is admissible to them . . . .

The H o n o u r a b l e  S i r  W ILLIAM  V IN C EN T: May I know, Sir, if the 
Honoui-able Member means provincial judicial officers ?

The H o n o u r a b l e  S a r d a r  JOGENDRA SING H: Yes. Leave on half 
pay is not allowed to provincial judicial officers because they are allowed one 
month^s vacation in the year. But then the Judges of the High Courts, who 
are much better paid do get two months^ vacation, and I believe two 
months^ privilege leave also, in addition to other concesssions. I think they 

^ n  get two months^ leave.
The H o n o u r a b l e  t h e  PR ESID EN T; Will the Honourable Member 

kindly proceed ?
The H o n o u r a b l e  S a r d a r  JOGENDRA SING H: In the United

Provinces in 1909 a committee, known as the Greeven Committee, was 
appointed by Sir John Hewett to consider the whole question, and the 
Committee observed as follows :—

‘ It i8 an undoubted fact that officers have refrained from appl3’ing for privilege leave 
although really in need of it owing to indifl’erent health because they have been unable to 
Afford to take leave on half pay, and we think that we are not far wrong in ascribing to this 
hesitation some of the causes of breakdown in the service. ’

Sir, after the findings of the Greeven Committee on this matter, I think 
there remains vei^ little for me to say, but that if the Government is pleased 
to allow these officers privilege leave for 15 days on full pay instead of 
privilege leave for one month on half pay, it would afford them much

freater facilities than the privilege leave on half pay for one month does. 
Fnder the present iniles, privilege leave on half pay can be obtained for four' 
months, and it would be a concession to these officers if they could be allowed 

to accumulate their privilege leave for two months on full pay. I think I  
need not explain the position any further because I can depend upon the 
Honourable the Home Member to consider the matter in the interests of the 
officers whom he supports in a very favourable manner.

The H o n o u r a b l e  S i r  W ILLIAM VINCENT: Sir, the Resolution, 
as Members of this Council will have seen, is divided into two parts. The 
first part refers not merely as Members of this Council might have been led to 
believe from the speech of the Mover, to judicial officers, but to all officers of 
the Provincial Service. I t  is very difficult for me to explain here the intricacies 
of the leave rules, and if I fail to make myself quite clear, I hope Honourable 
Members will give me some indulgence in the matter. I am very anxious not 
to weary the Council by a detailed examination of the whole subject, and parti
cularly this afternoon I  do not wish to detain the Menibers if I  can avoid it.

There are twb. separate sets of rules, called the European Service rules and 
the Indian Service rules, though in fact they do not apply strictly to Europeans
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or Indians. They apply to certwn services, whether the members of those 

, services are Indians or Europeans. That is the first point. Save in so far «as 
particular services consist more of Europeans or Indians, there is no racial 
distinction in the rules. The Indian Service rules apply to all officers who do 
not come under the European Service rules and whose pay is over Rs. 100 a  
month, but there again the distinction is,not qua race but qua service though 
naturally most of those coming under the European Service rules are Europeans. 
Well, the Public Services Commission recommended ' certain privileges in the 
way of commuting furlough by those to whom the European Service leave rule® 
apply, and to these recommendations the Government of India have given effect 
by a recent Resolution. The privilege is really based on the fact that generally 
these officers are serving in a foreign country as distinguished from persons 
serving in their own country. The Government considered that it is advisable 
in the interests of Government that their European servants from time to time 
should have an opportunity of going to Europe. The new rules also 
recognise the modern rapidity of communication and to some extent the great 
increases on the rates which have been imposed upon a suffering public by the 
steamship companies. The idea is, as 1 said before, that an officer of the European 
Service should from time to time be able to get Home to Europe for a reason
able period and under modern conditions that was impossible,—I say quite 
definitely, it was impossible for them to do so, -  unless some additional leave 
facilities were given to them. I may say that business firms, and I believe 
some Colonies, send their employes Home free of cost from time to time. In 
any case, these are the recommendations of the Publice Services Commission 
and these we adopted.

Sir, I  have every admiration for the Provincial Judicial Service of which the 
Honourable Mover spoke, but I do not think that we eould extend to any one of 
the Indian services particular privileges which we did not extend to others- 
The rules for all the Indian services are alike in the matter, and any change would 
have to be applied to all. The present rules are, however, very generouf? as has 
been admitted by the Honourable Mover himself. We have no recommend
ation from the Public Services Commission for the comm\itation of furlough in 
the case of officers serving under the Indian Service leave rules. A recommend
ation was made that these officers should be allowed to accumulate privilege 
leave up to four months, and that recommendation has been given effect to* 
Nevertheless, when we were giving ceitain privileges relating to furlough to 
those who came under the European Service rules, we thought it would be only 
fair ,to give some additional privileges to those who came under the Indian 
Service rules who similarly might wish to spend their furlough outside India or 
those who were forced to go on leave on medical certificate, and we made this 
concession to these services. As it is, I may say that the rules under the Indian. 
Service rules are very favourable as compared with the Home Civil Service Rules 
for officers who are serving in their own country. Finally, I may say that, if 
this concession is granted to the judicial service, it will have to be granted 
to all those coming under the Indian Service rules, and it will impose 
a very heavy liability on the revenues of the country. I t  will 
necessitate obviously a large leave reserve, and I do not believe myself that 
there is any great demand for it. The Honourable Member has very gene
rously not suggested that the commutation allowed to Europeai| officers should 
be reduced, but he savs the same commutation should be allowed in the case 
of Indian officers who do not proceed out of this country in nine cases out of
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ten on leave and who really are not put to very much extra ezpenditare when 
they go on leave and have no reason to ask for this privilege. That is the 
position in regard to the first part of the Resolution.

Now as regards the second part, the position really is this, that vacation 
officers—I am again in a difficulty in explaining the rules — vacation officers do 
not get jjrivilege leave, and this rule applies, I think the Honourable Member 
will see also, to officers of the High Couits. I t  applies also to High Court Judges 
and to officers in the Education Department too. I t applies also to subordinate 
Civil Judges who enjoy the vacations provided for the Civil Courts. If, how
ever, they are detained during vacation, then they are allowed privilege leave. 
If  they are detained for any ])ortion of the vacation or prevented from taking* 
the vacation, then they get privilege leave gi*anted for a proportionate time on fufl 
pay, and this rule applies to Muusiffs and Subordinate Judges and all officers of 
that class. Now, if I tell tliis Council that Judges in the Citil Courts in one 
province at least already enjov 181 days leave out of 365—I have added it up— 
131 days out of 365—well, I doubt whether they will think it right to impose 
on the provinces any additional burden of cost which the grant of additional 
leave will involve. For if these officers are goingto get full pay for a period of 
privilege leave, undoubtedly more nu^n will take leave, they will have to be paid 
full pay while they are on leave and Government will have to increase the 
leave reserve. That is a proposition wliich everyone will see. I t  is very easy 
again to be generous on a Provincial subject. The Provinces will have to 
pay for it and Honourable Members here, if they pass the Resolution, will be 
being generous at the expense of otliers. I however hope that this Council 
will not be guilty of such vicarious generosity. At the same time, I 
may say that certain, fundamental rules liave been framed and it is impossible 
to state definitely that Local Governments will be able, if they wish to do so, to 
class these Sub-Judges and Mnnsifs as not belonging to a Vacation Department^ 
and give them the privilege leave given to other departments^ though I confess 
that I  myself tliink that^it would be very difficult for them conscientiously to 
take that step. But if the Local Governments think that these officers are not 
getting sufficient leave, they can ta,ke this step and, similarly, if this Council 
thinks that 131 days out of 365 is not a fair holiday from a business point 
of view, then of course tliey will vote for this R e so lu t io n . I tnist however that 
they will not impose this additional burden upon Provincial revenues.

The H o n o u u a b l e  S a r d a r  JOGENDRA SINGH ; I do not think, 
after what the Honourable the Home Member has said, that I  can say veiy 
much upon the first part of my Resolution. I  think one might well wait for 
better times. As for the second part of the Resolution, I  do not think it can 
be said that we would be committing ourselves to an act of vicarious generosity 
if we passed it. I t  would really Only amount to a re-arrangement of the leave 
rules. The officers now have leave for four months on half pay, and I think 
there can be no i>bjection to allowinff them the option of taking two months 
leave on fd l pay instead of four months on half pay. I t  would be a concession 
to those officers which would bP gi-eatlv appreciated and would impose no 
^ rd en o n  either the Provincial o r ''the ' I m p e r i a l  revenue. However, if the 
Home Member is not pi-epared to consider it, I  will not press the motion.

»
said
al)andoned
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The H0N0UiiA.BLE Saudau JOGENDRA SINGH : Yes.
The H 0N0UR.ABLE S ir  W ILLIAM  VI'NCENT: As regards the seeoad 

part, he said that there was no harm in giving these officers leave on full pay 
tor two months.

The HoNOTJttABLE S a u d a u  JOGENDRA S IN G H : Giving them the 
.option of taking two months^ leave on full pay instead of four months^ leave on 
half pay.

The H o n o u u able  S i r  "WILLIAM VINCENT : But that is not what the 
Resolution recommends. I will read it o u t: —

‘ That the leave rules be so amended as to allow these officers to obtain privilege leave 
on full pay for 15 days in a year instead of privilege leave for a month on half pay.’

The HoxouftABLE S a r d a u  JOGENDRA SINGH : That is time.

The H o n o u r able  S ir  W ILLIAM  VINCENT : 1, therefoi’e, understood 
the propo.«;al to be something sli‘ihtly different. Perhaps the Honoui-able 
Member mea-\t that officers should'bo p-llowed to accumulate leave on full pay up 
to two months. In any case the Honourable Member^s suggestion that this was 
merely a re-arrangement, that there is nothing in it so far as Provincial finance 
is concerned, is not quite correct, an 1 I do not think anyone in this Council will 
accept his vielv. The proposal is to confer on these officers a new privilege and 
means.that more men will take the leave. It means that during the leave they 
will get more pay and the leave reserve will have to be increased. I t means that 
men who now have 131 days  ̂ leave in the year will enjoy 146. That is the 
proposition. We must hesitate in accepting such a propoyal  ̂ though I am 
anxious to do these Provin(;ial Services well and have shown throughout toy 
service a desire to treat them as fairly and genei*ouKly as possible. This 
concession would, however, be an unfair burden on Provincial finance, and':'I 
hope this Council will not defend it. .

The H o n o u r a b l e  the PRESIDENT ; The first point for the decision of 
the Council is : Is it their ph^asure that the Honourable Sardar Jogendiu
Singh is permitted to withdraw part {a) of his Resolution, viz. : —

‘ This Council recommends to the Governor General in Council—
{a) that the new leave i-ules under which the members of the Provincial Services in India 

can be gi'antod furlough on average salary only if the leave is spent out of India 
or Ceylon, or is obtained on medical certificate, be amended and the members of 
these sei-vices be allowed to take furlough on average salary even though the leave 
is Ĥ xint in India

Part (a) was, by leave of the Council, withdrawn.
I  understand that he wishes the second part put. I  therefore put the 

second portion.
The question^is that the f^)llowing Resolution be accepted ;—

* This Council recommends to the Governor General in Council— *
(i) that the leave i*uleB contained in paragraph 271 of the Civil Sei*vice Regulations 

under which the members of the Provincial Judicial SemceB throughout India 
can obtain privilegpc leave on half pay, he so amended as to allow these officers 

...................   ̂ ' foi ' ‘ * ...................
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<0 obtain privilege leave on full pay for 16 days in a year instead of privilege 
leave for a month on half pay.’

The motion was negatived. „ • ,
The Council adjourned till Thursday, the 17th March in* this Chamber at

11 o^clock. ‘




